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Towards a Paradigm for Total Quality Management in Health Care: 
A Study of Three Canadian Hospitals 

Total Quality Management (TQM) has become something of a social movement in North 

American organizations over the last decade. Over the last few years, it has also had a 

tremendous impact on the management of health care organkations. Using a multiple 

case study method, this research examines TQM's implementation in health care 

organizations. It beguis with research questions that ponder the unique circurnstances of 

health care organizations and an hypothesized paradigm for TQM health care 

organlzations that were derived fiom an extensive review of the literature. Data fkom 

focused intewiews, participant observation and existing documents were used to compare 
s 

the hypotheses to the TQM experiences of the three case hospitais. The qualitative results 

support the research questions and guide the development of the ha1 paradigm. As 

hypothesized, ai l  original TQM variables were used in the health care o r g ~ t i o n s ,  two 

new TQM variables were identified and TQM was found to be implemented by the health 

care organizstions tectonically, in small incremental steps. The f i a l  paradigm details 

these findings. The research also lead to the development of a mode1 for the stages of 

TQM change in a hospital and serves to strengthen TQM's construct validity. The 

implications of these findings for health care organizations, and for TQM theory and 

practice are discussed. Future research suggestions are aiso provided. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTXON 

In the Iast decade Total Quaiity Management (TQM) has become something of a social 

movement in Noah Amerka (Hackman and Wageman, 1995). Despite the ubiquitousaess 

of TQM in wntemporary organizations and the widespread attention it has k e n  given in 

the popular press, however, total quality still remaius a hazy. ambiguous concept (Dean and 

Bowen, 1994; Harris, 1995) receiving mixed reviews fiom the popular press and the 

academic literature. 

In an attempt to provide a more solid theoretical basis for TQM, the Academy of 

Management Review (summer, 1994), the Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences 

(Spring, 1995). the California Management Review (Spring, 1995) and the Journal of 

ûrganizational Change Management (second issue 1994) devoted special editions to TQM 

theory development. These forums have demonstrated TQM's constnict validity (Haclanan 

and Wagemen, 1995), have reported implementation resdts (Fleisher and Nickel, 1995; 

Mitki and Shani, 1995) and provide a clear path for future researchers to follow (Dean and 

Bowen, 1994; Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Spencer, 1994). Indeed, they have 

demo-ted TQM's credibility in academic thought and its applicability to contemporary 

organhtions (Dean and Bowen, 1994). 

Recent research also demonstrates that TQM's implementation in certain industries has 

different requirements and may be mitigated by unique circumstances (Fleisher and Nickel, 

1995; Gustafson and Hundt, 1995; Kaldenberg and Gobeli, 1995; Mitki and Shani, 1995). 

Health a r e ,  public affairs and dentistry are three examples of industries the literature 



Hdth are, public affairs and den* are three examples of industries the iiterature 

suggests may need to take into consideration variables and circumstances that the traditional 

TQM litmature, developed for a manufacturing environment, does not consider. The aim of 

this research, therefore, was to d e t d e  whether TQM does have unique implications in 

non-manufacturing environments such as  health care. 

The research presented here begins with an indepth literature review that discusses both 

traditional TQM tenets as  weli as  the TQM advancements found in non-mufacturing 

organizations' (ie:, hedth care) implementation attempts. The literature review will also 

emphasize the health care industry's evolution to TQM; discussing the health care industry's 

unique needs and circul~lstances, uncovering the need for a TQM paradigm in health are. 

Five research questions were developed fiom the examination of the TQM and health care 

literatures culminating in a theoreticai paradigrn for a TQM health care organization. These 

research questions were examined in three case hospitals resulting in a new, empincal 

fkmework for a TQM organization, providing insight into the health care environment's 

unique situation. A discussion of the final fkmework leads to the development of a TQM 

Change Model and fuhire research suggestions. This thesis will begh with the literature 

review, will present the research questions to be tested, present the methodology, 

summarize the results, demonstrate how the mode1 is congruent with a cross case analysis 

and finally, yield relevant conclusions. 



2.0 LITERATURlE REYI33W - 
Total QuaIity Management is a management philosophy that, whiie characterized by a 

common set of principles, pxactices and techniques (Dean and Bowen, 1994), tends to be 

examined by numerous authors fiom different perspectives (Kaltsounakis, 1995) such as 

human resource management (Crosby, 1989), culture (Juran, 1979) and systems (Deming, 

1986). These perspectives corne from the three main founding TQM philosophers: W. 

Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran and Phillip Crosby. While Deming has most likely had the 

greatest influence on TQM philosophy (Waldrnan, 1995), dl three have shaped TQM 

theory and research into what we know it as  today. Contemporary TQM authors such as 

Hackman and Wageman(l995), Olian and Rynes (1992) and Waldman (1994) base their 

work on these founders' teachings. 

Demhg (1986), considered to be the father of TQM, summarizes his philosophy in his 

fourteen management principles and seven deadly diseases. These include the systemic 

nature of orgmizations, management cornmiment and leadership, the need to reduce 

variation in organizational processes, removing barriers to employee participation to allow 

employee control over their own quality (ie: eIiminating fear), continuous improvement of 

processes, statistical process control (SPC) and emphasizing the role of both intemal and 

extemal customers and suppliers in the quality system. Juran (1989) focuses on production 

factors such as product design, quality audits and human resource development. Juran 



defines quality as fkedom fiorn deficiencies and meeting customer needs (Heinzimier, 

1991). He emphasizes quality planning, product design, quality audits, and, lïke Deming 

(1986), the use of staîistical tools to eliminate defects (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Waldman, 

1995). Crosby (1979). another TQM founder, focuses on organizational factors such as 

cultural change, training and leadership. He also stresses the concept of zero defects and the 

continuous dculation of quality costs (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Heinzlmeir, 1991; 

Waldman, 1995). 

There is no one cornmon definition provided for TQM (Harris, 1995), however, its 

overarching goal and philosophy appem to be agreed upon (Hackrnan and Wagernan, 

1995). An assessrnent of the Merahire leads to the following definition which will be 

applied throughout this study: TQM is a management system designed as a holistic, 

integrated, customer-focused approach aimed at continuously improving and 

optimizing the quafity of an organization's processes, products, senices and 

organizational outcomes (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Harris, 1995; Shhkin and Kiser, 

1993; Wddman, 1995). Similarly, WaIdman (1995) dehes TQM as a system that is 

"designed as an integrated, customer-focused approach to improve the q d t y  of an 

organization's processes, products and services". Shashkin and Kiser (1993) offer the 

following definition for TQM as well: 

TQM meuns thar the orgunizalion's culture is defined by and supports the 
constant attuinment of automer satisfuctioon through an integrated s y ~  of 
tools, techniques und training. Zhis involves the continuous improvement of 



organkational processes, reesuling in high qwlity products and services 
(p.39). 

TQM encompasses a vast spectnim of topics and approaches and is recently king 

explained as an eclectic management paradigm or a gratting of many schools of 

management and many discipiines (Spencer, 1994). Most importantly, TQM represents a 

shift in thinking and in organizational culture (Shashkin and Kiser, 1993; Waldman, 1995). 

2.2 TOM ~~ 
Given TQM's wide spectnun, many contemporary TQM authon have corne up with lists of 

TQMts key components, some lists more exhaustive than others. W e  TQM is viewed 

through different perspectives, rnost of what is written about TQM is based on a common 

set or subset of these key components (Harris, 1995) allowing for the derivation of a 

comprehensive List of TQMts key elements. 

Harris' (1995) ernpirical analysis of TQMs key elements provides the srarting point for the 

list of variables denved for purposes of this shidy. Harris (1995) systematicaily identifîed a 

core set of principles: continuous improvement of processes, custorner focus, teamwork, top 

management c o d t m e n t ,  education and tmhhg. These five critical aspects will be used 

as variables in the present study as well. The Baldrige award examination categories are 

also often used as criteria to study TQM practices (Kaldenberg and GabeIi, 1995; Galperin, 

1994; Seraph, Benson and Schroeder, 1989). The Malcolm Baldnge National Quality 



Award was established in 1985 by the U.S. govemment in collaboration with coprate 

leaders interesteci in promoting quality oriented management practices. The variables used 

in the Baldrige award criteria will be included in the list of variables for this study as well. 

The following are the Baldrige categories: leadership, information and analysis, strategic 

planningy human resource utilizaton, quaiity asnirance, quaiity redts and customer 

satisfaction. 

Finallyy Waldman's (1995) analysis of the TQM literature provides an aimost exhaustive list 

of TQM key elements and will aiso be used to denve the list for this study. The variables 

I .  a broad definition of quality as meeting customer expectatiorts at the leat  cost, 
which encompasses aZl phases of the design. production, and delivery of a 
proddservice; 
2 upper management cornmitment to place quality er a top priority; 
3. the institution of leadership practices oriented toward TQM values and vision; 
4. an orientation towardr mamging-by-jiacts, including the prolzjic use ofscientz~c 
andproblem-solving techniques, such as statistical process control; 
5. striving continually to improve employee capabilities and work processes 
through such practices as training a d  benchmarking; 
6. involvement of alZ orgunkational members in cooperative, team-baseù efforts to 
achieve quality improvement efforts; 
7. a prorninenf roZe for the quality deparment in steering and facilitating the qua& 
improvement efforts oofthers; 
8. attempts to get extemal suppliers a d  muitomers imlved in TQM efforts; 
9. the development of a quality culhue @. 92). 

Appendix A lists all the key elements mentioned by the leading contemporary TQM 



The specinc variables under examination in this shidy are re1ated to the criticai componeats 

identified above. They are explained in greater detail below. 

&stem perspective 

The fht important element in a TQM organisration is a sysfern's perspective. The systemts 

perspective emphasises a holistic, integrative view of the organhtion (Harris, 1995; Olian 

and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1994). Deming (1986) ernphasises the systernic nature of 

organbtions, where each factor in an organintion interacts with each other so that no 

fhction or individual works in a vacuum. Instead, workers provide both input to the next 

function down the line whiie also receiving output fiom the previous hct ion  up the h e .  

Deming (1986) explains that workers' performance is largely a fûnction of the system rather 

than of individual workers, explaining that 85% of performance variance is due to system 

factors while only 15% is due to person factors. 

Customer Focus 

Identifjhg and meeting each customer's needs is at the core of TQM Dean and Bowen, 

1994; Harris, 1995; Haclanan and Wageman, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1993; Waldman, 

1995). nie fiuidsunental assumption of TQM is planning for the design and delivery of 

products and seMces that fulfil the needs of customers (Dean and Bowen, 1994, p. 34). As 

Feigenbaum (1991, p. ) explains: "QuaLity is what the customer says it is ... not what an 

engineer or marketeer or general manger says it is. If you want to find out about your 



quality, go out and ask your customer - nobody can cornpress in a market research statistic 

the buyer frustration fkom a water leak in a new car". 

TQM authors stress the importance of continuously meamring, meeting and exceeding 

customer needs @ea.  and Bowen, 1994; Harris, 1995; Hackman and Wageman, 1995; 

Olian and Rynes, 1993; Waldman, 1995). In the service industry in particdar, customer 

satisfaction has becorne an explicit and visible focus. As Dean and Bowen (1995) note: 

It is dz@cuIt to ignore the roole of these customers in 
organkational amZysis becme they me o f i n  physicaolly 
present within organizatiod boundaries (e.g., restaurant 
diners, hospita1 patients), men CO-producing the services they 
consume. .. The intangiibility of many services. .. also makes 
quality memement  dependent on mtomer 's perceptions, 
because conformance to physcal specifications is less 
meamrable rhan with manufuctured goods (p. 409). 

TQM views customers as both internai and external to the organization and requires explicit 

identification and measurement of ail customer requirernents (Deming, 1986). Following 

Deming's (1986) systems perspective, the next process down the h e  is considered the 

internal customer. Therefore, internai customer (ie:, employee) satisfaction is to be 

measured dong with extemai customer satisfaction as it plays a signifiant role in the 

process of producing quality goods and services. 



Upper Mimagement Commimrent 

Another important TQM variable is upper management cornmitment. As Hackman and 

Wageman (1995, p. 311) explain, quality is viewed as dtimately and inescapably the 

responsibility of top management. Deming (1986), Juran (1974) and Ishikawa (1985) 

explain that an organizations' systems are created by their managers and thusly view 

employees' work effectiveness as a direct fiinction of the systems created by these 

managers. Therefore, upper miuiagement cornmitment to place quality as a top priority is 

essential tu TQM. 

QuaZity Department 

The qualiîy depariment of an organization should play a prominent role in steering and 

facilitahg the quality improvement effort (Wddman, 1995). The role of the quality 

department is not given much attention in the traditional TQM literature, but as the section 

on TQM in health care will demonstrate, plays an essential role in the TQM health care 

arena 

Involvement of al1 organizational members 

In order to create a quality culture d l  organizational rnembers must be involved in the 

quality improvement process (Waldman, 1995). AU, and not some, organi7irtional members 

must be involved since all organizational members comprise the system that makes up the 

organization. 



QuuIity Culhae 

The development of a quality culture which includes employee empowerment, dnving out 

fear, rewarding employees and recognizing employees is another critical component of 

TQM (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Haclmüui and Wageman, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; 

Waldman, 1995). Essential to developing a quality culture is employee empowerment As 

Juran explains: "the human king exhibits an instinctive drive for precision, beauty and 

perfection. When unrestrained by economics, this drive bas created the art treaswes of the 

ages" (1 974:4.54). 

Deming suggests that in order to create a quality culture, orgauhtions must drive out fear 

by eliminating practices such as punishment for poor performance and appraisai systerns 

that involve a comparative evaluation of emplo yees. Crosby (1 988) explains, " What we 

are taikirîg about is a fiindamental shift fiom viewing employees as worken who need to be 

prodded, to viewing them as individuals who want to do excellent work and contribute to 

the well-being of their companies" (p. 12). 

Teamwork 

Cooperative, team-based efforts are required to support a quality improvement endeavour. 

Deming (1986) and Juran (1989) both insist on the use of cross-functional teams to address 

quality problems. Juran (1989) refers to such teams as the "steering ann" of a quality effort 

while Deming (1986) and Ishikawa (1985) take their use much fûrther by requiring other 



cross-fiiactionai teams to diagnose the causes of problems identined by the steering ami and 

to develop and test possible solutions. They suggest that these teams be either temporary 

task forces or constant orgarktional entities. Since top management support is said to be 

essential to TQM, these teams should include department heads as team members to ensure 

top management support and cornmitment to team decisions (Deming, 1986; Ishikawa, 

1985; Hackman and Wagemm, 1995). 

Mmurgrnent by Fact 

Another one of Deming's (1986) assertions is that the production of quality products and 

services is not merely less costly but is absolutely essential to long-tenn organizational 

survival. Following this logic, Hackman and Wageman (1995) stress the assumption that 

the cos  of poor quality such as inspection, rework and lost customers is greater than the 

costs of developing processes that produce high quality goods and services. 

According to Derning, uncontrolled variance in processes or outcomes is the primary cause 

of poor quaIity and therefore process variance must be anaiyzed and controiled. Employees 

will only be able to take the appropriate steps towards improving work processes once the 

root causes of variability are identifïed. Contemporary authors such as Hackman and 

Wageman (1995) refer to this as management by fact: the use of systematically collecting 

data, the use of statistics and testing solutions by experiment in order to identify and 

eliminate the root causes of poor quality. Scientific methods such as control charts, pareto 



analysis and cost-ofquality analysis are to be used in a TQM organization to identify points 

of high leverage for perfo~lliillce improvement. The use of process management heuristics 

such as flowcharts, brainstorming and cause and efféct (othedse known as fishbone or 

Ishikawa) diagram are essential in enhancing team effiveness.  

Continuous Improvement 

Strivùig to contuiually improve employee capabilities and work processes is another critical 

variable in a TQM organization. In a TQM organhtion employees are always striving to 

continually improve processes setting new improvement goals as each previous goal is 

achieved. 

Training and Educatim 

To foster a TQM culture, management must train employees to assess, analyze and improve 

work processes (Hackman and Wageman, 1995). Trainuig and education play a critical role 

in the TQM o r g k t i o n ,  especially during the implementation stages (-itsounakis, 1995). 

Formal quaiity training has k e n  found to be the most common technique for initiating and 

sustaining employee involvement and thusly helping to create a TQM culture (Olian and 

Rynes, 1991, p. 310). 

A fiuidamental premise of TQM philosophy is that the people who achially perfonn the 

jobs are in the best position to understand them. Thus, more improvements will occur when 



fiontline employees are empowered to make them. However, a variety of TQM traking 

and education muçt be in place before workers who are not accustomed to making decisions 

(or authorized to do so) recognize problems, iden* faulty processes and propose solutions 

(Olian and Rynes, 199 1). Training is required when undertaking a quality effort in order to 

teach organizational members how to think about quality (Juran, 1986, p. 23), to foster an 

understanding of quaiïty principles and objectives and to develop the s u s  required to fulnl 

quality directives (Blackburn and Rosen, 1993, p. 3 1). 

Supplier Partnerships 

The assumption that the costs associated with poor quality (ie: rework) are higher than the 

cost of hi& quality provides the bais for Deming (1 986), Haclanan and Wageman, (1 995) 

and Waldman's (1 995) emphasis on the creation of supplier partnerships: building quality 

into the system fiom the very beginning by selecting quality vendon. Vendors are to be 

selected on the bais  of quality rather than on the basis of price. Attempts to get extemai 

suppliers involved in the quality improvement effort is therefore required in a TQM 

organhtion (Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Waldman, 1995). 

These are the eleven variables associated with TQM orgmbtions which are examined in 

the present study. These variables are listed in appendix B and are summarized here as 

follows: 



System's Perspective (Harris, 1995; O h  and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 
1994). 

Customer Focus (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Hackman and Wageman, 
1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1995). 

Upper Management Cornmitment Dean and Bowen, 1994; Hackman 
and Wageman, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1995). 

A prominent role for the Q U A L Y  DEPARTMENT in steering and 
facilitating the quaiity improvement effort (Waldman, 1995). 

Invoivement of AU ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERS in the quality 
improvement efforts (Waldman, 1995). 

The development of a QUALITY CULTURE (Dean and Bowen, 1994; 
Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Oiian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 
1995). 

TEAMWORK (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Hackman and Wageman, 
1995; Harris, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1995). 

An orientation towards Management by Fact (Dean and Bowen, 1994; 
Hackman and Wageman, 1995; OLian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 
1995). 

Striving to CONTINUALLY IMPROVE employee capabilities and 
work processes (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Harris, 1995; Waldman, 1995). 

Training and Education (Harris, 1995; Olian and Ryues, 1992; 
Waldman, 1995). 

Attempts to get extemal SWPLIERS hvoived in the quaiity 
improvement effort (Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Waldman, 1995). 



T Q W  

The goal of this research is to suggest a Wework  for applying TQM to health care. A 

review of TQM has ken provided. What ensues is a review of the health care environment 

and a theoretical explanarion of the TQM variables in the health care enWonment. 

In no other industry is the issue of quaiity more pressing than in health care. Unlike in 

manufacRuing or traditional business settings, the implications of poor quality in health w e  

are severe - they have a grave impact on an individua17s well-being. Medication errors, 

nosocornial infections, patient fds ,  ninaways and staff injuries are only a few examples of 

the adverse affects of poor quality. Poor quality can also lead to unnecessary, inaccurate or 

lost Iab and x-ray tests, a lack of teamwork, a bad reputation for the hospital and can also 

result in hurt or humiliated patients, misdiagnosis and, in the worst case, death (Mïlakovich, 

1991). 

While quality is a pressing issue in hedth care, health care executives today also stniggle 

with a lack of resources, are faced with increasing govemment regdation, governent 

budget cuts, downsizing, hospital closures and more stringent accreditation standards than 

ever before (Miiakovich, 199 1; Health Canada, 1993). Moreover, Canadian hedth care 

costs account for 10 percent of the Canadian gross domestic product, placing Canada's 

spending on health care as  a proportion of the GDP the second-highest among the 

industrialized nations. The US'S spending on health care is similar, accounting for 13.7 



percent of their GDP (Bellini, 1995) making quality and the costs associated with an 

effective quaiïty program a dficult pnority for health care executives to maintain. 

Inefficiencies are clearly compromisi.ng the survivai of the C d a n  heaith network (Hdth 

Canada, 1993). Strategies with a quality vision offer the promise of swing and improving a 

system which is rapidly becoming too costly to maintain (Chang, 1994). There is a 

"collective and deeply felt concem" that the present health care system needs urgent reform 

(Canadian Council on Hedth Facilities Accreditation, 1993). Organizations have emerged 

to meet this growing demand for quality in heaith care. In the U.S., the Health Care 

Institute, the Health Care Forum and George Washington University are a few. As well, the 

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care organhtions, which accredits 90% of 

al1 U.S. hospitals, placed its 1993 agenda for change withb the context of TQM (Zablocki, 

1993). 

In Canada, The Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation (Council) has focused 

its 1995 accreditation standards on a "Client Centred Approach" based on a philosophy of 

continuous quaiity improvement (Thomas, 1995). Indeed, the movement towards CQI in 

health w e  is in place and Canadian hospitals have no choice but to follow CQI "standards" 

or else they risk losing their accreditation. 



In Light of Corncil's new standards, many Canadian hospitais are seriously examining 

quality issues and devoting signifiant time and resources to the quality movement 

(Thomas, 1995). Research on Total Quaiity Management, however, demonstrates that 

impiementing TQM is not simple and that fdures abound. In fact, TQM failures in 

industry greatly outnumber their successes. The rate for TQM efforts in indmtry to not 

meet organizitiooal expectations has been estimated to be as high as 75 per cent (Spector 

and Beer, 1994). 

Due to the new 1995 standards, acute care hospitals have no choice but to attempt TQM or 

else they risk losing their accreditation. Unfortunately, specifk research on TQM in health 

care to date is sparse and limited to ody anecdotal information (eg, Kalunzy, 1990; Materna 

and Roth, 1992; Mclauglin and Kalunzy, 1990; Milakovich, 1991; Sahney and Warden, 

1991). Health care organintions are therefore put to a very difficdt task. They must 

implement a new management strategy, one that often represents a major paradigm shift for 

hospital workers (McLaughlin and Kaiunzy, 1990), without the empiricai support or 

guidelines on how to do so. The aim of the research presented here is to begin to fiIl this 

empiricd vacuum. The following section, the Quality Irnprovement Movement in Health 

Care describes the context within which TQM in health care takes place. 



nie QuaIity Improvement Movement in HeaZth Cme 

A pronounced change in the management of contemporary hospitals has k e n  seen in the 

shifting role of their quality departments over the last few y-. Until recently C d a n  

hospitals did not p d c e  TQM, but rather Quality Assurance (QA). Quality Assurance 

involved developing and maintainhg methods to ennne that processes work as they were 

designed and that acceptable levels of performance were achieved (Thompson, 1993). QA 

departments were solely responsible for handihg issues such as patient complaints, injuries 

and mistakes. The end result of a QA investigation of problems traditionally would have 

k e n  to blame an individual worker or department for the problem. 

QA oflen consisted of risk management and utilization management. The QA department 

was mainly reactive rather than proactive and its main responsibilities were extemal quality 

regdatory cornpliance (such as complying to accreditation standards), extemal quality 

reporting requirements, clinical risk management, infection meillance and control, and 

patient relatiodcomplaint management (Thompson, 1993). QA departments typically 

consisted of managers who were completely isolated fiom the physicians, nurses and 

technicians they monitored. 'Ihere were many bctions that weren't integrated with the QA 

department such as discharge and admissions planning, medical staff s e ~ c e s ,  medical 

record services, infionnation services and m i n g  case management. Traditional QA 

practices also focused on individual accountability for events perceived to occur in 

vacuums. In many ways, these traditional practices contrast the TQM philosophy. 



In the past few years hospitals have shifted to what's refmed to as either Continuous 

Unprovernent (CI) or Quality Improvement (QI) or Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) 

in the health care industry. QI is the effort to raise the Ievel of performance in hospital 

processes (Thompson, 1993). It is a proactive approach to quaiity assurance that 

concentrates on teams and processes rather than the traditional emphasis on individual 

responsibility for isolated events. QI involves the development of cross-fünctional quality 

improvement teams who are supported by top management as weU as by outside specialists 

who can provide them with training. Quality irnprovement is defined as: 

An organiuitiona2 philosophy that s e e h  to meet 
clients' neeh and exceed cqectations, with a 
minimum of eflort, rework and waste, by utilizing a 
structured process thut selectively idenrifies und 
improves al1 uspects of cure and senice on m ongoing 
b b s .  (Berwick and Plsek 1992, p. 12). 

The health care industry ofken uses the tem Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) 

instead of TQM, CQI meaning the same thing as TQM. 

Whether driven by the need to reduce health Gare costs, irnprove processes or comply with 

new accreditation standards, vimially aU North American hospitais today are incorporating 

CQI principles and practices. The following section will discuss the TQM variables with 

respect to the health care environment. 



2 4  TOM Va- 

To gain an understanding of what TQM means in a heaith care environment, the 11 

variables under examination in this study will now be reviewed with respect to the health 

care environment, 

System Perspective 

Historically, hospitals represented "professional bureaucmcies" (Mintzberg, 1 979) 

chamcterized by decentraiized decision making, professional (physician) autonomy 

(representing autonomous decision making for the physician), and the presence of artificial 

baniers between doctors, nurses, technicians and staff workers (Core, 1978; Godf5ey et al., 

1992). TQM principles on the other hand, requke breaking down barriers and enhancing 

interdepartmental cooperation (Deming, 1986; Shashkin and Kiser, 1993). 

As a result of the historïc poor communication between departments, hospital workers have 

a tendency to blame individuals or departments for any problems or misunderstandings that 

may occur. The prevailing assumption in health care is that a problem is the resdt of one 

individual's error rather than of the larger structure or system within which the individual 

functions (McLaughiin and Kalunzy, 1990). Physicians are trained and accustomed to 

making individual judgement calls and working autonomously, while TQM places prirnary 

emphasis on the system rather than on the individual (Deming, 1986). With TQM, if a 

probiern occurs, emphasis is placed on the process and not the individual (McLaughlin and 



Kalunzy, 1990). Implementing TQM in a hospital, therefore, q u i r e s  a shift in emphasis 

fiom individual accountability to system responsibility. 

In Canadian heaith care the most pronounced change has ken  seen with the Canadian 

Council on Health Services Accreditation's new 1995 standards that are based on a "client- 

centred" approach to Gare (Thomas, 1995). Council States, in fact, that "the importance of 

meeting patients needs and exceeding their expectations was the driving force that 

compelled the Canadian Counc il... to refocus the accreditation program" (Thomas, 1995, 

Health care organhtions are being encouraged to adapt a customer focus philosophy 

consistent with TQM. However, such a focus causes a dilemma in the health care industry 

as it conflicts with the traditional "professional autonomy" ethic that has dorninated the 

health care industry: "one of the greatest temptations is to believe that because of yean of 

experience in the business, we know what the customer waats and needs even better than 

the customer does" (Thomas, 1995, p.1). In facf this temptation is experienced in heaith 

care as many health care professionals dont believe that the customer has the proper 

technical laiowledge to judge quality of care received (Hall, 1995; Lewis, 1994). In today's 

CQI environment, however, patient satisfaction is a "quality indicator" that is a £undamental 



aspect of any QI effort. In addition, many researchers now view patient satisfacton as a 

cornponent of quality care (HA, 1995 ). 

Upper Management Cornmitment 

In a TQM organisration, qualiîy is viewed as ultirnately and inescapably the responsibiliîy of 

top management (Hackman and Wagemen, 1995). In a heaith care enWonmen~ this means 

that top management can no longer pass the respmsibility of standards cornpliance, patient 

complaints, injuries and mistakes onto QA departments. Top management must champion 

the effort to recognize areas in need of improvements and recognize the institution as 

holistic rather than hgmented, assuring the necessary resources are aiIocated to affect a 

TQM system. 

Qualiiy Department 

The role of the quality department in hospitais expands as a result of the TQM effort. With 

TQM, the quality department is no longer isolated. Instead, it is integrated with other 

departments. The quality department should play the role of facilitator and d e r  of TQM 

in the hospitai. The quality department alone should no longer be responsible for quaiity as 

the role of the quaiity department is not to champion the QI effort, unless the quality 

department consists of top management. 



TQM also calls for a hdamental shift in perspectives fiom the traditionai QA approach. 

As QA was reactive, focusing on individual accountability for events perceived to occur in 

vacuums, QA is a sharp con- to the TQM "systems perspective". With TQM, QA 

departments wouid no longer be alone in their efforts to comply with accreditation 

standards. Instead, the hospital has to be seen as a "comected network of interdependent 

processes" (Milakovich, 1991). QA departments are the facilitaton of the CQI efforts, an 

effort focused on processes that include a.U members of the institution. 

Imolvernent of A U  organizational members 

AU members of a TQM organization are seen as intercomected, equdy affecthg the 

processes in the system. This variable requires a shift in thinking for health care employees. 

Taking into account ail organht iod members' roles and concems is a shifi in thinking for 

an organization that once experienced bamers between departments and poor 

communication or understanding between departments. S M  acceptance is considered 

critical to the success of the program as the hospital rank-and-file staff are the experts in 

evduating the processes improved and provide signincant contributions to the TQM effort 

(Spoon et al, 1995). 

Quality Culture 

Developing a quality culture presents health Gare organhtions with a challenge. As noted 

with the other variables, due to health carets traditional structure of professional 



bureaucraties, professional autonomy, mmvidual accountability, etc, a quai@ culture 

represents a hdamentd paradigm shifk A quality culture requires an atmosphere where 

aU employees are empowered, not just the physicians. A quality culture requires the 

dnving out of fear (ie: efiminsting individual accountability) and empharising work 

processes and systems rather than relying heaviiy on physician competency. 

Teamwork 

A key to developing the needed dialogue to expenence the needed culturai change is to 

organize quality improvement teams. TQM's emphasis on cross-hctional quality 

improvement teams requires another fûndamental shift in hospital hctioning. 

Traditiody, doctors, nurses and other support staff rarely c o m e c a t e d  with one another 

(Core, 1978). Al1 workers and departments tended to work for themselves rather than for 

the organization. This lead to individual subgroups applying "quick fixes" instead of 

workhg with other subgroups towards the long-term problem solving that TQM stresses. 

TQM's cal1 for cross-fhctiond tcams allows for dialogues rarely experienced in health care 

before. Due to the individualistic, professional nature of the organization, initial resistance 

would be expected as again, such teamwork requires a fundamental paradigm shifi for 

health care workers. 



Monagment by Fact 

TQM's tenet, management by fxt, which is the use of systematicaiiy collecting data, using 

statistics and testing solutions (hence its scientific nature) is one that is instinctive to most 

members of a hedth care organization. Doctors and nurses are already familiar with the 

scientSc methods of SPC, easily facilitating acceptance of its use in hospitals (Fried, 1992; 

Spoon et al, 1995). Indeed, Florence Nightingale founded a department of statistics in the 

mid-nineteenth cenhiry as she worked in the Barmck Hospital at Scutari (Spoon, et al, 

1995). 

The use of management by fact facilitates physician buy-in to the CQI process (Reeves et 

al, 1995). Physicians are results oriented (rathar than theory oriented) and focused on 

patient care. To gain acceptance of the CQI process physicians have to understand how 

CQI impacts their practice patterns. Physicians feel cornfortable with data driven processes 

and changes based on the data since they are tmined to andyze data and use data everyday 

in treating patients (Reeves et ai, 1995). However, the tools TQM provides such as 

pareaeto charts, control charts and flow charts, while following scientific principles, may be 

foreign to health care professionals. Thus a shift in processes and training is required. 

Continuous Improvement 

Sûiving to continuously improve work processes and employee capabilities is also a 

fiindamental component of physician, nurses and other hedth care workers' work ethic. 



This tenet should therefore be easily understood and accepted in a health care environment. 

hprovements never occur in a static environment. Diligent efforts must be made to 

continually measure? give feedback provide educational opportunities, and to set new goals 

(Reeves, et al, 1995). 

Training and Education 

Tr-g and educating employees is already a bdamental aspect of a heaith care 

organization (Spoon et al, 1995). In a TQM hospital, the emphasis, though, would have to 

be on training TQM tools and philosophy, especidly in the implementation stages 

(Kaltsounakis, 1995). 

SqpZiers 

Finally, building quality into the system fiom the very beginnllig by selecting quality 

vendors is quite complex when applied to heaith are. FVst, the pressing need in health a r e  

today is to drive down costs (Kaltsounakis, 1995; Zapka et al, 1995). A policy of selecting 

vendors on the basis of quality rather than on the basis of cost wodd appear to undermine 

the effort to reduce costs. A strong acceptance of the TQM philosophy, reidorced by the 

belief that quality, in the long run, is the best way to reduce costs, is therefore required in 

order to gain acceptance of this variable. Such an understanding again requires a shift in 

thinkllig and in 0rgani;rational culture. 



In addition, there are additional elements that are viewed as suppliers to the health care 

process. The health of the patient, the hospital Board of Directors, hospital Volunteers in 

the fonns of hospital workers or volunteer acaeditation boards, and the goverment who set 

standards, d e s  and regdations are now dl king  added to the "extended heaith care 

organanizatiod model" (Eskildson and Yates, 1992; Milakovich, 1991). AU are 

considered suppliers who must forrn partnerships with health care organimtions. For 

example, the patient's age as weli as other health factors are critical elements in a patient's 

recovery rate (Zapka et al, 1995). Partnerships with the community at large, through 

community awareness programs (ie:, how to eat for a healthy heart or seat belt awareness) 

are some ways hospitals ackmwledge the patient as a partner and work on Unproving the 

quality of this partnet (Eskildson and Yates, 1992 ). 

The above section explains, therefore, the role the eleven TQM variables play in a health 

care setting. The following section will now discuss the present study's research questions. 

3.0 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This section discusses the research questions this study examines. The questions were 

derived fiom the literature review discussed above. 



n #1 

As the previous section demonstrates, a CQI environment in a hospital is quite distinct 

fiom the traditional health care environment, requiring a shift in organizational culture, 

structure and processes (Milakovich, 1991). As a result, some observers and practitioners 

question TQM's usefùlness, especially in organizational areas notably dissimiIar from 

those historically targeted by the majority of TQM scholarship and practice (Fleisher and 

Nickel, 1995). Gryna (1988) points out that many "are wondering what TQM means in 

their activities and what they m u t  do that is different" (p.2 1.2). 

Indeed, health care before the CQI movement was notably dissimilar fiom the majority of 

TQM scholarship, justi@ing much of the resistance and scepticism surrounding TQM's 

implementation in health care. How TQM is implemented, whether health care 

organizations c m  adjust to TQM and whether it is followed according to al1 its tenets has 

not yet been addressed in the TQM or health care literatures. Al1 that is known is that the 

majority of Canadian health care organizations are involved in a QI effort (Thomas, 

1 995). 

The TQM variables found in the literature (appendix B) evolved fiom research on 

manufacturing organizations. However, without systematic research we have no way of 

knowing whether these variables apply to the health care industry as well. Research 

question #1 is designed to help determine whether the variables found in the genenc 



TQM literature are indeed used in a TQM heaith care enviromnent - Researclr Question 

1: To confirm which critical TQM variables are applied in "TQM" heaith cure 

otgani@ions. 

The critical variables of TQM in health care may consist of the same variables found in 

industry, may combine some variables with othea not found in industry, or may be quite 

different fkom those found in industry. As we do not yet know whether TQM in health 

care does follow TQM in industry's standards, but we do know that many of TQM's 

tenets oppose those of traditional health care organktions, research determinhg which 

TQM variables successful TQM hospitals adopt is in great need. 

This research question, dong with the others that are explained next, will be addressed 

M e r  in the methodology section of this paper and will be discussed and analyzed in the 

Resuits section of this paper. 

3 2  Research Westiow #2 and #3 

Given the differences between traditional health care and TQM tenets, specific barriers to 

implementing TQM in health care are bound to arise. Indeed, research exarnining TQM 

in non-manufacturing organizations uncovered specific barriers as well as facilitators of 

TQM implementations (Fleisher and Nickel, 1995; Kaldenberg and Goblei, 1995). 



Uncovering the health care specific barriers and facilitators will be part of the process for 

building a h e w o r k  for TQM in health m e .  

Recent research by Fieisher and Nickel (1995) addresses the issue of TQM facilitators 

and inhibitors in a non-manufacturing organization, public &airs. Through the use of 

semi-stmchired interviews they discovered many barriers to TQM's full implementation 

in public flairs such as: a hi& degree of scepticism about TQM, difficulty in devoting 

continual attention to TQM initiatives, a resistance to "such a drastically different 

managerial paradigm" (p. 124), lack of TQM training, no TQM champion, and a lack of 

benchmark organizations. Their findings raise questions about TQM in general and its 

applicability in public &airs or other staff-driven units/organizations (p. 125). 

Other researchers, Kaldenberg and Gobeli (1995) examined the effectiveness of TQM in 

another non-manufachiring industry, dental practices. They came up with some bamiers 

and facilitators to TQM's effective implementation as well. Their study uncovered that 

dentists, like other heaith care professionals (Milakovich, 199 1), are most concerned with 

quality assurance and the traditional health care model. Dentists, like other health care 

professionals, tend to see themselves, rather than the patient, as knowing what is in the 

patient's best interest (Kddenberg and Gobeli, 1995). 



Such hdings demonstrate that the professional authority ethic of traditional heahh care 

and the customer satisfaction principle of TQM are at odds with one another. Kddenberg 

and Goblei's (1995) study found a specinc barrier to implementing TQM in hedth care: 

professional autonomy. As they acknowledge, more in-depth, exploratory research is 

required in order to determine TQM in health care's unique needs. The need for more in- 

depth exploratory research on TQM in health care played a major factor in the design of 

the present research hidy, leading to the foIlowing two research questions. 

As the discussion on TQM variables in heaith care demonstrates, many of TQM's tenets 

appear to be at odds with traditional health care management; while on the other hand, 

some also appear to be in h e  with the traditional health care work ethic. The following 

research questions are therefore aixned at detemiining whether traditional health care's 

structure causes impedirnents to TQM's adaptation and successful implementation in 

health care. Thus we have, Research Question # 2: To determine which TQM variables 

act as barriers to TQM implementations in health care and conversely, Research 

Question #3: To determine which TQM variables act as faciIitators to TQM 

implementations in liealth care. 

3.3 Research Ouestion #4 

Some research suggests that a major barrier to T Q M 1 s  successful implementation is the 

psychological adjustments major paradigm shifts mch as TQM cause organhtional 



members to undergo (Reger et al, 1994). TQM's successful implementation fkquently 

results in a paradigm shift (Shashkin and Kiser, 1995; Waidman, 1995) that may bring 

into question members' most basic assumptions about the nature of the organkation 

(Blackburn and Rosen, 1993; Reger et al, 1994). 

TQM in health care indeed represents a major management paradigm shift - fkom QA to 

TQM. This is seen in the previous section when TQM variables were compared to the 

traditional heaith care organhtion. As The Joint Commission on Quality Improvement 

(1993) explains: "The shift fiom cornpliance to continuous improvement requires a 

bridge, empowerment, by which al1 employees can contribute their intelligence, 

lmowledge and expenence in the service of full circle thinking. (p. 222)". There is an 

inherent paradox here: while a c d h u a l  shift is required in order tu affect a QI effort in 

health care, Reger et ai (1994) explain that drastic cultural shifts irnpede TQM's 

successful implementation. Reger et ai (1 994) provide cognitive explanations for why 

some paradigm shifts are hard for organization mernbers to accept. These explanations 

offer solutions to the paradox. 

m a m i c  Reframing Theory 

One cognitive explanation for why paradigm shifls are difficult for organizational 

members to accept is dynamic reframing theory (Reger et al, 1995). In dynamic refaming 

theory, individuals in organhtions are said to hold dif5erent sets of organizational 



identity: current organizational identity and ideal organizational identity. Only when 

there is a significant ciifference between these two identities, called an identity gap, does 

an individual accept that change is required. When there is not a sigdicant difference 

between the two, change will be resisted. Reger et al (1995) theorize that organkational 

members who perceive a close correspondence between current and ideal identity will 

perceive change as unnecessary because they beiieve that the o r g k t i o n ' s  current state 

is sufficiently aligned with the ideal. 

In contrast, a widened identity gap is a source of organizational stress, which creates 

pressure to close the gap, pressure for change. However, too wide a gap can be 

detrimental to irnplementing change because members may believe that the ideal is 

mattainable. Too wide an identity gap therefore may cause organizational inertia as well. 

Reger et al (1995) propose the following as a rneans of overcoming such resistance and 

to gain acceptance of change: "Tectonic implementation of fundamental change will 

have a higher probability of success than either incremental or synoptic impiementation" 

(p. 577). 

Reger et al (1995) argue that tectonic change provides an intermediate level whereby 

change will be perceived as suficiently large to overcome cognitive inertia, but not so 

great that it ovenvhehs the organization. They invoke an earthquake analogy to explain 

that "a great earthquake, like synoptic change, relieves much stress but results in major, 



undesirable destruction. A senes of mid-range changes may therefore be most effective 

in implementing radical reposition" (p.577) such as TQM. It is suggested here therefore 

that effective TQM change will be brought about in a hedth care orgmkation 

tectonically, through a senes of mid-range changes large enough to overcome cognitive 

inertia but not so large that they overwhelm the hospital. This leads to the following 

research question. Research question #4: Effective TQM change in a health care 

organirniion b brought about tectonicaiiy. InInGd, past research on TQM in hedth care 

attests to this hypothesis. Research has demonstrated that examples of successful TQM 

processes in a hospital assist in obtaining acceptance by other members of the health care 

teams, slowly pushing TQM through the organization (Spoon et al, 1995). 

The following paradigrn for TQM in a health care organization is proposed based on the 

above four research questions. The paradigm provides a theoretical framework that puils 

together the cment literature on TQM in health care and the above four research 

questions. Its intent is to provide a basis for more systematic, empirical analysis and 

concrete theory development. 



Training 62. Education 
Cornmitment Management By Fact 

Continuous Lmprovement 
Teamwork 
QuaIity Department 

Customer 
Focus 
System's 
Perspective 
ALL 

A senes of rnid-range, tectonic changes as suggested by Reger et al (1995) describes the 

successful TQM implementation process hypothesized in this study. The tectonic 

changes suggested here consists of TQM variables categorized as either a driver, a 

facilitator, a barrier or an outcome, variables that interact and intemene to develop a 

TQM organization. The model presented above is similar to a "force-field analysis" as 



developed by Levin (1% 1) that is used in developing change strategies. Force-field 

analysis evaluate the forces dnving change and the forces resisting change. 

Driver 

First, the driver, upper management conimitment (UMC), is the driving force behind any 

TQM effort, health care included. Leaders (senior management whether physicians, 

nurses, boards of directors, managers or dl) must allocate the hancial and human 

resources, time and energy as well as demonstrate dedication to the change process. 

Quality is viewed as ultimately and inescapable the responsibility of top management 

(Hackman and Wageman, 1995) . 

Facilitators 

Once upper management has positioned TQM as a priority in the health care 

organization, the next step in the tectonic TQM change process are the facilitators: 

training and education (T&E), the quality department (QD), interdisciplinary teamwork 

(TEM), management by fact (MBF) and the continuous improvement (CI) ethic. These 

variables serve to facilitate acceptance of the change the health care organization is 

undergoing. Training and education and the participation of interdisciplinary teams 

facilitates an undestanding and acceptance of the TQM philosophy distilled, ailowing 

organizational members to experience how TQM is to be applied in everyday practice. 



The q d t y  department serves as a facilitator, a resource and support mechanism to keep 

the TQM process on track. 

As demonstrated in previous sections, the management by fact and continuous 

improvement ethics already exist in a heaith care organkation (Fried, 1992, Spoon et al, 

1995). It is suggested here that TQM reinforces their use. Health care workers' 

familianty with these variables therefore facilitates understanding of these TQM variables 

making the philosophy easier for health care workers to identie with and grasp. Their 

familiarity should facilitate greater buy-in to the change process. 

Barriers 

The next step is to overcome health carets inherent barriers to the TQM process. It is 

suggested here that the following variables act as barrien to implernenting TQM when 

the hospital's historical environment (before TQM) nins counter to them: customer focus 

(CF), systems perspective (SP), involvement of all organizationai members (ALL) and 

establishing quality supplier partnerships (SUP). These variables are seen as barriers as 

they represent the most drastic shift from traditional health care organizationai 

philosophy (Milakovich, 199 1). These variables represent a change in thinking fkom what 

health care workers are historically used to; they therefore pose the biggest threat to 

TQM's successful hplementation. Once overcome, however, the TQM process should be 

in motion. 



The process of tectonic change, beginning with the drivers and facilitators serves to 

sensitize the health care organbtion, easing the acceptance of the more dramatic 

variables, the barriers, making their presence seem more natural and less of a shock to 

what organhtional members are used to. For example, participation in cross-fiinctional 

teams containing senior management representation, that use management by fact 

(statistics) to demonstrate progress, facilitates buy-in to the TQM process, therefore 

building a stronger case for an orientation towards customer focus, systems perspective 

and supplier partnerships. 

Outcornes 

The outcome of the implementation of the previous eleven variables is a TQM culture. 

The arrow fiom outcornes back to drivers represents TQM's circular, continuous nature. 

All eleven variables continuously intervene and interact, each one strengthening the 

other, to create a successfid TQM heaith care organi7ation. The proposed fiamework 

demonstrates how TQM represents a senes of mid-range changes, emphasizes TQM's 

continuous nature and demonstrates that TQM is wganic, continuously changing and 

irnproving. Thus, the following, Reseurch Question #5: The above framework 

dilsfinguishes a TQM hospitaL 



The foIiowing is a summary of the 5 research questions this study explores. These 

research questions are the hypotheses of the present study: 

Research Question I - To confint wiiich criticai TQM variables are appiied in TQM 
leaïth care organiiations. 

Research Question # 2: To determine which TQM variables act as barriers to TQM 
impiementafions in health care. 

Research Quesiion# 3: To detem'ne wiiich TQMvariables uct as facilitam to TQM 
impiementah'om in Leaith cure. 

Research question #4: Effective TQM change in a health care organkation ik brought 
about tecfonicai&. 

Research Question #5: The above framework dktinguishes a TQM hospita& 

4.0 METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Studv Design 

The research design for the present study is a multiple qualitative case study. Yin (1984) 

defines a case study as "an empirical inquiry that: investigates a contemporary phenomenon 

within its real life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not 

clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used "(p. 23). This definition 

wilI guide the design of the present research. The contemporary phenomenon under 

investigation is TQM in its actual context of a health care setting (ie: hospital); the research 

aims to determine the boundaries between the phenomenon and context: to determine the 

boundaries between TQM and health me;  and multiple sources of data wiu be used 

(discussed below). 



A case study approach is appropriate when a topic is new and the researcher has no control 

over the events (Yin, 1994). The early stage of TQMs development in the health care 

industry demonstrates that the topic under examination here is new and the fact that the 

researcher has no control over hospital events; ie, the researcher can not control how 

hospitd professionals will treat patients, the researcher can not manipulate workings in a 

hospital make a case study approach appropriate here. Furthemore, the present study is 

concerned with "how" hospitals u W  the TQM philosophy. Yin (1994) also States that the 

preferred research strategy for studies concemed with "how" is case study. 

Understanding "how" hospitals utilize the TQM philosophy will lead to the development of 

an empirical fiamework for TQM in health care, the focus of this study. Early stages of 

empirical or theoretical development require exploratory research (Miles and Huberman, 

1984). When a theoretical h e w o r k  is being built, case analysis and qualitative data help 

provide the depth and richness needed to aUow the theoretical framework to emerge: "A 

theory or theoreticai h e w o r k  first emerges fkom the study of an empirical case or object, 

the approach to which is not and cannot be deductively defmed (Hamel et ai, 1993,p.29). 

The use of qualitative data is justified for the present study since qualitative data is viewed 

as "a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of processes occuning in 

local contexts ... more likely to lead to...new theoretical integrations; they help researchers go 

beyond initial preconceptions and frameworks" (Hamel et al, 1993 p. 15). Galperin, (1 993, 



Kaitsounakis, 1995) and Lafknbois (1995) aIi successfully used case study methodology 

to explore and expand TQMs theoreticai basis. 

Miles (1 979) recommends beginning a research project with a rough, flexible hmework to 

work with. He cautions that research projects that corne to the study with no assumptions 

d y  encounter much dficuIty. Accordingly, the research questions here include a 

proposed h e w o r k  for TQM in a health care setting as an example (research question #5), 

as weli as eleven predetermined variables that are to be classifïed andlor validated in this 

framework (research questions 1-3). A holistic rather than embedded Fin, 1984) design is 

used to explore the phenomenon of TQM in health care. This methodology permits an in- 

depth evaluation of each organhtion. 

Multiple sources of data are used in this study for the purpose of data collection intending to 

substantiate the findings of the research by corroborating exâmination of the variables under 

study (EisenhsTdt, 1989, p. 538). The various soruces of data consist of indepth, focused 

interviews, a survey, existing documents, and participant observation. Face to face 

intewiews represent a primary source of data collection (Davis and Cosensa, 1993). The 

data analysis consisting of pattern matching, helps establish a chain of evidence which helps 

to ensure construct validity (Yin, 1994). Participant observation provides a first hand view 

of the TQM process and thus facilitates a greater understanding of the process. The 



multiple sources of data hcrease the validity of the study as they provide the research with a 

source of triangulation (Miles and Huberman, 1984). 

Multiple sites are used to increase the reliability or genemhbiiity and scope of the shidy. 

By comparing sites or cases, one cm establish the range of generalizability of a finding or 

expianation and at the same time pin down the conditions under which that finding will 

occur (Miles and Hubemian, 1984). 

To irnprove the reliability of the shidy, certain formal procedures were adhered to 

throughout the shidy. For example, a case study data base was created. Yin (1984) 

recommends that every case study should develop a retrievable data base so that other 

investigators can review the evidence directly. The data base consists of documents, field 

notes and interview transcripts that have been organized, categorized, coded and completed 

to d o w  the researcher to cite specifïc inte~ews or documents, aliowing an extemal 

observer to trace the conclusions back to the original research questions (Yin, 1984). 

In addition, certain steps were taken by the researcher to increase the accuracy and reliablity 

of the data coliected during interviews. Such steps included the preparation of informants 

prior to interviews with an introductory letter and a copy of the principal research questions, 

neutrai probing (eg: please elabrate on that more), promise of anonymity and a consent 

fom (Fleisher & Nickel, 1995). 



The present shidy uses multiple sources of data collection: a survey, interviews, available 

documents and participant observation. - 
A m e y  was designed by the researcher and distributed to hedth care "experts" to serve as 

a way of distinguishing appropriate TQM hospitals for this shidy. The measure was a short, 

closed-ended questionnaire developed fiom an exhaustive survey of the literahire that asked 

"expert" respondents to classa hospitals on a continuum ranging fiom greatly successful 

TQM to gready unsuccessful TQM (refer to appendix C). The classincation of hospitals 

provided fiontend preparation, the standardkation that Miles and Huberman (1984) explain 

is required to compare cases in analysis. Such classifications are also important since, in 

multiple-cases, which sites to look at becomes focal (Miles and Huberman, 1984). The 

classifications, in addition to aiding in analysis, provided a way for the researcher to select 

appropriate case cites. 

Health care "experts" consisted of either University professors of Health Care Management, 

hospital Executive Directon, Heaith Care Management Consultants and QuaiXty Managers 

of hospitals. These professionals were considered health care "experts" since they shidy 

and work in the field, making them much 

hospitals than the average person would be. 

more familiar with the inner workings of 

The classi£ïcation was based on respondents 



subjective opinions of each hospital. As all respondents were hedth care experts, theK 

subjective opinions should be based on their expert knowledge of the heaith care indusîry, 

individuai hospital performance and reptation, and the TQM in health care movement 

The classincation was necessary in order to detennine the level of TQM for each hospital 

analyzed in the study. The researcher used the survey reSUIts to categorize the hospitals as  

either successfiil TQM, in-process (benign success) TQM, no TQM or u~lsuccessful TQM 

(refer to appendix D for a table of the m e y  results). 

The use of a subjective rneasure to classify hospitals is supported as Geringer and Hebert 

(1991) demonstrate a consistency or reliability between the use of certain subjective and 

objective measures. The use of a subjective masure has been demonstrated as acceptable 

practice under certain circiimstances: when data are often not reported, are unavdable, and 

when objective measures cannot capture qualitative dimensions (Geringer and Hebert, 

1991). Ali three situations apply to the study presented here. 

First, in health care data such as standard indicators of health care performance (ie: 

medication erroa, infection rates, runaways, fds ,  etc) have histoncally not been maintained 

or reported. With the TQM movement, some data is beginning to be collected, however, 

most of this new data is deemed by the hospital a s  highly confidentid and, if' leaked, 

dangerous to the hospital's reputation. As of yet, hospitals will not make this daîa availabie 



to researchers. Moreover, as there was no collection of such data in the past, consistent 

benchmarks andior acceptable standYds have not yet been established. 

Second, health care indicators that may M y  exist are meaningless to an outsider as most 

of the data does not have a denominator or a comrnon denomimitor. This &es comparing 

one hospitai's standard indicator to another hospitai's difncult as one hospital's numbers 

may represent data that has k e n  coilected for three months fkom one hundred patients 

while another hospitai's data represents one year fiom one hundred patients, no one knows. 

Useable data is therefore not yet available to researchers. Finally, subjective, peer 

evaluations of hospital performance captures a qualitative dimension that is consistent with 

the design of the present study as welI as the subjective nature of heaith care service. 

For these three reasons, a subjective measure to class* hospitals is jumfiably used as 

fiont-end preparation to create a situation suitable for cross-site cornparison of findings. 

4.2.2erviews 

Once the survey was completed by the health care "experts" and the appropriate cases were 

selected and approached for their participation, face-to-face i n t e ~ e w s  were set up. Face- 

to-face i n t e ~ e w s  represented the primary source of data collection. They are data that is 

collected for a specinc purpose fiom original sources (Davis and Cosenza, 1993). Research 

shows that focused i n t e ~ e w s  are ideal in new areas of research (O'Grady, 1991). The 



interviews were serni-structured with open-ended questions. The intenriew guide can be 

found in appendix E. 

The openended questions in the interviews prevented the researcher fiom foreclosing on 

the main issues of the interviews, the openended questions did not limit the researcher to 

responses that were expected (Miles and Hubennan, 1984). Open-ended questions aiiowed 

the researcher to uncover new or emergent themes (Hamel, et al, 1993). The semi- 

structured nature of the interviews prevented the researcher fiom collecting too much 

superfluous information which wodd have otheMrise compromised the power of andysis 

(Miles and Hubeman, 1984). Another reason for using semi-stnictured i n t e ~ e w s  is to 

allow room for probing by the researcher when necessary, while still providing enough 

stxucture to estabiish the consistency required for cross-site cornparisons (Miles and 

Hubeman, 1984). The focused i n t e ~ e w  guide served as this cornmon instrument. The 

questions therefore aimed to provide a certain amount of structure while still encouraging 

flexibility and richness of data by probing for "hows" and "whys" (Yin, 1984). Such 

qualitative inquiries allow the researcher to uncover possible ernergent themes (Hamel, et 

ai, 1993). 

The inte~ews were individual, in-depth interrogations. Individuals with the same 

positiodtitle or functiond responsibilities were inte~ewed in each case site. Selecting 

subjects with simrlar postions or functions for each case provided the research again with 



the consistency required to lay out case hdings side by side in anaiysis that Miles and 

Huberman (1984) suggest. Specifïdy, for each case at Ieast three of the folIowing 

hdividuals were interviewed: the hospital Executive Director, Director of Nursing, Director 

of Medicine and Quaiity Manager. In te~ewing individuaIs with similar responsibilities in 

each case provides the consistency required for cross-site comparisons. The selection of 

these specifïc positions was made based on the present research's need for inter-disciplinary 

representation consisting of those individuals who are intimately f d a r  with the qudîty 

movement in their hospitals. The above positions met these needs. 

Each interview involved asking subjects about their experiences with TQM. The questions 

probed about the use of the various TQM variables under investigation, about the factors 

promoting or impeding the TQM project, about how TQM was adopted, embraced and 

implemented in the hospital and about feelings and perceptions of the TQM initiative. The 

questions were intended to help determine which variables are used in the h d t h  care 

organhtion and what type of impact these variables have had on the organization. Subjects 

received a copy of the interview questions in advance to help them organize and prepare for 

the interview session. All interviews were conducted using the interview guide devised for 

purposes of this shidy. Specific details of the interview guide is explained next. 



- emew Gui& 

The i n t e ~ e w  guide was developed by the researcher based on the information gathered 

during the extensive review of the literature. I n t e ~ e w  questions were designed to wllect 

information sul~ounciing the research questions of the study. The first section of the 

interview guide gathered background information on the hospital and interviewee: name of 

hospital, name of interview subject, interviewee fiuictiodtitle, length of time interviewee 

was in the curent position, and length of tirne interviewee was with the hospital. 

The interview questions were directed at eliciting information surrounding the five research 

questions this study explores. The following explains the initial interview questions and 

which research hypothesis the question explores. 

1- In what year did your hospital's TQM (Total QuuZity Management) program begin? 

This question helps to detemine what stage the hospital's TQM (if any) is in. 

2 - Who initiated TQMiihow was if initiated? 

This question helps provide information for research questions #1, #2 and #5. Which 

variables (ie: top management cornmitment) drive the TQM movement and which variables 

facilitate TQM's initiation. 

3 - &Zain how TQM was adoptehbraced? 



This question shouid provide information for research question #1, which variables (ie: top 

management cornmitment) drive the TQM movement as weli as resemch question #3, 

which variables act as facilitators (facilitating variables would be those that help the 

organhtion adapt TQM). 

4 - War TQM brought in graduaZZy or al1 at once? 

This question helps to provide information for research question #4 and # 5. Whether TQM 

represents tectonic change, and when various variables came into play in the TQM process. 

5 - Use of TQM variabZes.. . 

This question helps to provide information for research question #1 and #5 and represents 

the main body of each inteniew. 

6 - What factors of the hospitul's finctioning help to facilitale or ease the TQM 

implementation? 

This question helps provide information for research question #3 and #5. 

7 - mat factors of the hospiial's functioning hurt or impede the TQM impZementation? 

This question helps to provide information for research question #2 and #5. . 



8 - PZease explain your hospital's involvement with CCEtSA's new Accreditution stcmdardF. 

Cm you tell me the impact the Council's new sta&ds have hud on your hospiaZ? 

This question was added after the pilot test The pilot test of the interview guide determined 

that Couflcil had a strong enough influence on the pilot hospital and should therefore be 

examined in all hospitais as weli. 

9 - On a scale fiom I tu 7 (.=Zeast successful, 7 = highly successful) can you rate the 

success of your hoqital's Accreditation process. 

This question was also added after the pilot test It was added to provide reliability and 

validity checks (explained below) for the research. 

10 - Would you say that TQM represented a srnall change, an intermediate Zevel of change 

or drastic change in the hospital's processes? On a scale of I to 5 (1 being hwest 5 being 

highesr), pieare rate the Zevel of change TQM represents for your hovital. 

This question provides information for research question #4 to detennine whether TQM 

represents tectonic (intemediate), incrernental (smali) or synoptic (cirastic) change for the 

particdar hospital. The scale will provide a complimentary quantitative analysis. 

I I  - On a scale of I to 7(1 being lowest 7 being highesr) how would you rate TQM in this 

hospiral? 



This question provides a subjective quantitative rneasure of respondents 

feelingslperceptions of TQM in their hospital as a compliment to the qualitative analyses. 

12 - Plenre disms arzything you would Zike to a& 

This question provides the subject with the opportunity to comment or add anything they 

feel is important to the interview. 

The quantitative questions (#94 1) were included to improve the reiiability and validity of 

the research. Intemal consistency reliabiiity (Aitemate F o m  Reliability) will be increased 

if positive correlations for the qualitative and quantitative responses are found since the 

quantitative questions ask the same questions in another form. In addition, if positive 

correlations are found between the two measures used (between the initial subjective 

rneasure used to classify and select cases and the interview guide), the convergent validity 

of the research will be improved as weil. 

4.2.4 Doc-tion . . 

Existing documents fiom each case hospital were collected during the interviews when 

subjects volunteered certain pieces of information. Documentation was also collected 

during steering committee meetings when meeting Minutes were distrîbuted, when CQI 

Team's presented results, or when departments such as the Quaiity Department or Risk 

Management distributed reports. 



The third f o m  of data collection in addition to interviews and existing documents, was 

participant observation. The researcher had the unique priviiege of participating as a guest 

on one of the Case hospitalts CQI Steering Cornmittees. This participation began in 

Febniary 1996 and lasted throughout the course of the research (approximately 10 months). 

The case hospitd's CQI Steering Cornmittee was the body of hospital professionals 

responsible for guiding the CQI initiative. It is ri cross-functioNiterdepartmental team 

chaired by the Director of Nursing and the Director of Medicine. Meeting content consisted 

of such things as detemiining CQI objectives, establishing new CQI teams, CQI Team 

presentations and departmental reports. 

Both documentation and participant observation were used to confirm the approaches to 

TQM discussed during the i n t e ~ e w  sessions. In addition, documentation provided specific 

information about the implementation (eg, kainhg materials and methods, TQM 

milestones, team reports, departmental reports). Participant observation provided more 

inductive information (ie:, intra-team relations, hospitd culture, TQM véuiabiedelements 

used, Steering Cornmittee team's joys and tribulations). It also aüowed the researcher to 

monitor the TQM progress fiom one year to the next The use of existing documentation 

and participant observation often presented information that did not surfàce during the 

interview sessions. The foliowing section will describe the procedures of collecting the 

three sources of data and selecting cases 



i l a h c & m  

4.3.1 Selechn of Cases 

The first step in the data collection process was to determine the appropriate case sites. The 

hospitals chosen as cases were selected in three stages. In stage one, a list of potential 

hospitals was compiled fiom the Guide to Canadian Health Care Facilities 19941995. The 

criteria used to select hospitals fiom this list were: 1 - that the hospital was in either the 

Montreal, Ottawa or Toronto area. These are the major cities in areas that are accessible to 

the researcher within the limited structure of this research study and represented large, 

cosmopolitan cities with similar demographics; 2 - that it was an acute care hospital (to 

provide for consistency among hospitals being compared); and 3 - t h  it had over 400 beds 

(again for consistency as weli as to assure that it was large enough to be a mode1 or 

generalizable hospital). 

Stage two was designed to facilitate the peer evaluation of the hospitals. In stage two, the 

original list of hospitals was screened by one health care "expert" in each of the cities 

(Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal). HeaIth care "experts" consisted of either University 

professors of Health Care Management, hospital Executive Directors, Health Care 

Management Consultants and Quality Mamgers of hospitals. These professionals study 

and work in the industry, have ao intimate understanding how hospitals work and have 

superior knowledge of both TQM in health care and the various Canadian hospitals using it. 

The screening was done over the phone with the researcher reading the name of the 



hospital and the "experttt accepting or eIiminziting the hospitai h m  the list The screening 

served to reduce the list to those hospitals that are well known enough to be evaluated by 

their peers. 

Stage three was founded upon the research of Miles and Hubexman (1984) who suggest that 

multiple-sites require fiont-end preparation, some standardization, so that hdings can be 

laid side by side duriug d y s i s .  Accordingly, this method of selection consisted of the 

derivation of the initial survey, such a subjective mesure asking indu~try "experts" to 

c l a sse  hospitals on a continuum ranging fiom unsuccessfhl TQM to no TQM to successfûl 

TQM (refer to appendix C). 

Once appropriate case sites were targeted, a letter was sent to the executive directors of each 

target hospital asking them to participate in the shidy (refer to appendix F). The letters were 

followed up by a phone cal1 from the researcher to cab case sites and to schedule the 

i n t e ~ e w  sessions. The resuits provided the research with one successful TQM hospital, 

and two in-process TQM hospitais to use as cases in the study. They were those that fit the 

above categorization and would agree to participate in the study. In order to guarentee the 

anonymity of participating hospitals, the Est of hospitals contacted is not provided in this 

paper. 



4.3.2 merview procedw 

A copy of the i n t e ~ e w  questions was supplied to ail interview subjects one to two weeks 

before the interview sessions to d o w  the subjects time to prepare their thoughts and 

ansvers. Approximately one week prior to the interview, i n t e ~ e w  subjects received letters 

explaining the research objectives and a copy of the intemiew guide. This was provided to 

the subjects to gain their trust and familiarize them with the questions, faciltating a 

smoother and more effective interview process. 

The focused interviews were conducted on the case site premises at munially convenient 

times. The goals of the research and purpose of the interviews were explained to each 

interviewee at the intiai contact and then again before the interview began. Researchers 

were told in advance that the i n t e ~ e w s  would be tape recorded and interviewees were 

asked to sign a consent form (appendix G) before the interview began. The interviews were 

conducted done between the researcher and subject with the researcher asking the questions 

fiom a cornmon i n t e ~ e w  guide one for the subject to folIow fiom and one that the 

researcher read aloud. AU but one interview was tape recorded (at the subject's request). 

Ali interviews were transcribed "word for word" fiom the tape onto cornputer by the 

researcher. The printed transcnpts were then coded by the researcher. The coded 

documents were used for &ta analysis. 



The first draft of the interview guide was pilot tested with three subjects. After the pilot 

test, additional questions were added to the i n t e ~ e w  guide since the pilot intewiews 

managed to uncover certain elements that were missing h m  the original interview. First, 

the question, Is this a teaching hospital? was added to the background section of the 

interview guide. This question was added because respondents in the i n t e ~ e w s  often 

referred to their hospital as a "teaching hospitd" explainhg that being a teaching hospital 

had an impact on the hospital's culture. It was decided therefore that "teaching hospital" 

shouid be a variable controlled for in analysis in order to provide more consistency among 

cases analysed. 

Another issue uncovered during the interview guide's pilot test was the impact the Canadian 

Council of Health Services Accreditation process had on the hospital. While the influence 

of Council is discussed in the literature review, it is not a part of the research hypotheses 

and was therefore deliberately lefi out of the original interview guide. The pilot interviews 

uncovered that Accreditation was a fact of He for hospitals and the shift £tom old to new 

standards was something that di  hospitals had to address. Question #8 was added to the 

interview guide to directiy ask what, if any, influence the new Accreditation standards had 

on the hospital's hctioning. Question #9, asking subjects to rate their Accreditation's 

success, was included to provide a quantifiable subjective measure of a hospital's TQM 

success, based on an objective standard - Accreditation. 



The addition of quantitative questions provides some reliability checks for the instruments 

used in the study. The quantitative questions serve to provide some f x e  vdididty to the 

s u c c e s s ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ c c e s s f u l  TQM continuum (Miles and Huberman, 1984). 

4.3.3 E- Procedm . . 

Existing documents were collected when they were offered by interview subjects during the 

i n t e ~ e w  sessions or when distributed during steering cornmittee meetings. They often 

provided additional infoxmation such as standard indicator data or lists of the various CQI 

projects and team process. This often consited of detailed data that was not uncovered 

duMg the i n t e ~ e w  sessions. 

4.3.4 P-t ObservaGon Procedurg 
. . 

The third form of data collection, participant observation, served to uncover data that wouid 

have otherwise been missed by interviews and document analysis. It also served to enhance 

the researcher's understanding of the cases' particuiar cultures and TQM programs. Two of 

the three case hospitals provided the researcher with participant observation opportunities. 

For one case, the researcher participated in the hospital's CQI Steering Cornmittee for 10 

monthly meetings. To gain the hospital's permission for such observations, the researcher 

wrote a letter in Iate 1995 requesting permission to participate as a volunteer on the case 

hospital's CQI Steering Cornmittee (see appendix H). A few mon* later, the CQI 



Steering Cornmittee Chairpersors requested an interview with the researcher to help them 

decide whether they wodd invite the researcher to participate as a guest on their steering 

cornmittee. The researcher was subsequentiy invited to fully participate, as  a gue* on the 

CQI steering committee and attended monthiy meetings from Febniary 1996 till December 

1996. 

To effectively d y s e  the data that was gained form the participant observation experience, 

field notes were taken by the researcher during each Steering CoIIlIILittee meeting. Such 

notes consisted of observations during the meetings as well as researcher reflections of the 

meeting immediately after they took place. The presence of the researcher enhanced the 

researcheis understanding of the TQM process in hospitals. 

One other case hospital invited the researcher to sit in and observe one session of their 

Quality of Care of Services Committee meeting. Field notes and observations were taken 

by the researcher here as well. The following section wili explain how the various sources 

of data: participant observation, interviews and documents were analysed for the present 

study . 

4.4 Data &&& 

The sarne coduig procedure was used for ail documents: interview transcripts, hospital 

documents supplied and field notes. Interviews were tape recorded and transcnbed by the 



researcher. The transcribed interviews, documentation and field notes were aIl coded by the 

researcher. 

Each interview transcript, document or field note was coded individually but results were 

aggregated up to the case level as the hospital, and not the individual subject, was the level 

of analysis for this study. 

Since the focus of the research was to empïrically examine the theoretical framework 

denved, a revised h e w o r k ,  based on the initial one concephialized in the fiterature 

review, was developed for each hospital based on the analysis of the data. Each hospital's 

individual fi-amework is presented in the Results section of this paper. This resulted in 

three fromeworks, one for each we,  which were then compared and contrasted ultimately 

providing the final empirical framework and research conclusions which are presented in 

the Cross Case Analysis and Discussion section of this paper. 

It is suggested that the general a d y t i c  strategy to use for a case study is the development of 

a case description (Yin, 1989). A w e  description is a descriptive fiamework used to 

organize the case study (Yin, 1989, p. 107). Accordhgly, al1 three case sites were analyzed 

individualiy with a w e  description (descriptive fiamework) established for each. The main 

technique used to do this was pattern-matching, where the predicted pattern is compared to 



the empirical pattern, The predicted pattem of variables is defïned m the research questions 

developed pnor to the data coliection vin, 1989). 

Miles and Huberman (1994) describe a four stage process of data analysis: data collection, 

data reduction, data display and drawing/vemg conclusions. AccordingIy, those are the 

stages of anaiysis used in the present study. Data reduction involves the seleetion, 

simplification, and metamorphosis of raw data into an analyzable form (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994). 

Document Summary foms were used to reduce the data fiom the original verbatim text into 

shorter, summarized form to simplify M e r  analysis. These sheets consisted of a 

description of the document, its significance and summarized the docment's content (see 

appendix I). The forms are used to assess the relevance (if any) of the document to the 

present study (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 

The primary tool used to analyze the summarized or reduced data was a coding sheet 

created by the researcher (appendix J). This involved impression aggregation (Fleisher and 

Nickel, 1995), coding transcnpts and surnmary fonns with a descriptive keyword process. 

The data was coded according to the variables specined in the five research questions. 



The coding sheet used for impression aggregation was developed by the researcher based on 

Miles and Hubennan's (1994) instructions. Miles and Huberman (1994) explain that codes 

are categones deriving directiy ikom research questions. Codes are retrievable and 

0rg-g devices that ailow the researcher to cluster ail related segments. This clustering 

sets the fhmework for d y s i s .  Miles and Huberman (1994) recommend developing a 

"start list" of codes pnor to field work. This List should corne dùectly fiom the conceptual 

h e w o r k  or research questions under examination. AccordingIy, a "start list" was created 

by the researcher prior to the data collection. It was based on the themes, variables and key 

words found in the research questions. Miles and Hubemian (1994) also explain that during 

the course of the research, codes cm change due to the realities discovered in the research. 

They caution that "incrementally adding, removing or recodguring codes produces a 

ragbag". They suggest therefore that to remain focused on the research objectives, codes 

should remain as static as possible and should be part of a governing structure. For these 

rasons, the initial "start list" consisting of "key words" to identify aü the variables under 

examination was used as the coding structure for analysis of al1 data (refer to appendix J). 

Data analysis wnsisted of content anaiysis where, "key words" that were said by a subject 

to be used in the hospital, received a "+" on the coding sheet. If the word was not said to 

be used it got a "-". A "DM, "F" or "B" was placed next to the code to explain whether the 

word was discussed as a driver, facilitator or barrier to TQM implementation. Additional, 

key quotes by the subject about the "key word" were also included on the coding sheet. 



Data Display sheets were created to present the summarized and coded data in organized 

forms (Miles and Huberman, 1984). Data display sheets used were "Checklist Matrix" 

(refer to appendur K for a sample) to tabulate the use of each variable examined in the study 

and a "Conceptually Clustered Ma&" where each research hypothesis was rnatched to the 

data coliected fiom each case (Miles and Hubemian, 1984). The Conceptually C lus te~d  

Matrix was the main tool used for cross-case cornparisons and will be explained in the 

Cross Case Analysis and Discussion section. 

The final stage of analysis is conclusion drawingherification stage. This stage involves the 

pursuit of objectivity by the researcher. The degree of subjectivity c m  be assessed by the 

level of reliability and validity of the findings (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. ). Miles and 

Huberxnan list tactics to use in order to improve the reliability and validity of qualitative 

research (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Content analysis, where a tally of the number of 

respondents mentioned or confirm a hypothesis and v e r m g  hypotheses, seen in the 

Conceptuaily Clustered Matrix, was the tactic used here to draw conclusions. The outcome 

of the drawingherification stage is outlined in the Results section below. 

5.0 RESULTS 

The foilowing section will explain the results of the research. First, the findings from the 

survey will be explained to demonstrate how cases were selected. Ne* the results ffom 

analysis of each case will be described case by case. The principle findings of the research 



are presented in terms of their support for the research questions posed earlier on in this 

paper. The aggregated &ts and implications of the research findings will be explained in 

the Cross-Case Analysis and Discussion section of this paper. 

v 
The response rate for the survey was 62.5% with 5 out of the 8 "experts" contacted 

answering the swvey. Six of the twenty hospitals listed on the survey were contacted to 

participate in the study. They were those hospitals that met the aforementioned criteria: had 

well over 400 beds, were acute-care hospitals, and were in a metropolitan a n a  Three 

hospitals agreed to participate (one had agreed much earlier as the researcher was already 

attending their CQI steering conunittee meetings). They are the t h e  cases described in 

this study. 

Case # 1 was classified for purposes of this study as a "successful TQM" hospital with 60% 

of the "experts" rating it as successful(1 greatly successfid and 2 average successful). 

Case #2 had 20% of respondents rating it a s  "average successful CQI", 20% of respondents 

ratÿig it as "average unsuccessfid CQI" and 60% responding "dontt knowtl. Case # 2 was 

classifîed as an "in processknign success" since, while it had an active quality program in 

place, it received ambiguous responses fkom the "experts". 



Case # 3 received a 20% "successful CQI" rating and a 60% "don't know" rôting. Case # 3 

was also classified as "in process/benign success" as the "experts" felt there was not enough 

outside knowledge of the hospital's workings to nite them. The hospital had a TQM 

program in place, but the program was relatively new. 
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Case # 1 is a community-based acute and long-term care facility with approximately 930 

beds caring for approximately 22,000 patients annuaily. It is a teaching hospita1 in the 

province of Ontario. Case #1 was selected as it fit all the criteria determined for this study: 

it had weil over 400 beds, is an acute-care hospital, is in a metropolitan area, and the 

hospital agreed to participate in the study. 

Case #1 was classified in the initial survey by experts as a "highly successful CQI" hospital. 

Five in-depth interviews were conducted with members of the hospital's senior 

management: the President, two Vice Presidents, the Quaiity Coordinator, and a Team 

LeadedManager. In addition, secondary data in the forms of a hospital video and writings 

on CQI were analyzed. 

Case #1 has been ~e~classified as a TQM hospital with TQM introduced to senior 

management in 1989 and officially adopted by the hospital in 1991. CQI and TQM are 

defhed by the president of the hospital as such: 



CQI is a &set of TQM where TQM is the assessrnent of all the 
issues and conditions in an organization that need ro be 
adjllted to enable aZZ the improvement to occur and enable the 
individuals in the organizatiion io fincrion dzferentb so thut it 
becornes a reaZity ami not just a program. 

As one Vice President explains, the hospital is striving to become TQM but is not quite 

there yet as they believe TQM wiil take 10 years to achieve. To achieve TQM, the 

organization uses a philosophy of CQI. 

5.2.1 m E u s u 2 u e s t i o n  # L 

Case #1 confirms that the 11 TQM variables identified in the literature are used by this 

hospital. There was 100% agreement among subjects that ail 11 variables exist in the 

hospital (refer to appendk L). First, TQM was introduced and championed by the president 

of the hospital. He is described by colleagues interviewed as committed to TQM and 

modelling the TQM philosophy. Senior management were the first to be introduced to 

TQM through a senior management retreat Senior management cornmitment (UMC) was 

said, as one Vice President explains it, to be "critical to TQM1s success". 

Training and Education (T&E) started at the very beginning of the hospital's TQM project 

and is contuiuous. It began with a senior management retreat, followed by trainhg retreats 

for Team Leader/Managers who then trained the members of their teams. The hospital uses 



a "cascading" method of training ail members of the organization. By 1992, 80% of 

hospital employees had received TQM training. 

The qua[@ department (QD) of the hospital followed an "evolution" as the q d t y  

coordinator explains, fiom quality assurance which began in the hospital in 198 1 to q d t y  

management in 1991. This evolution is much W<e the evolution discussed in the literature 

review section of this paper. 

The quality department acts as a TQM facilitator. The quaiity department's manager is 

described by coiiegues intervieweci as a coach to members of the organization. As one Vice 

President explains, the role of the Quality Manager is that of a facilitator: "her responsibility 

is to facilitate the work, it's a very important yet dinicult position because you dont want 

someone who owns it but you want someone who feels responsible and makes sure other 

people begin to engage in QM in a way that is intended -2. In addition, the quality 

department has become a revenue generator for the hospital as it often acts as a paid 

consultant on TQM to indusûy and other health care centers. 

Manugernent by Facf (IMBF) is referred to here as "data driven decision making" and was 

also introduced in the beginning of the hospitai's TQM process. Part of the training and 

education provided to organizational members was encouraging "point of service decision 

making" based on information and fact. AU Team Leader/Managen are well versed in 



TQM tools and techniques which are used in almost ail meetings. One Vice President even 

pointed to a fIip chart in her office containhg a £ishbone diagram (a TQM tool) that was 

drawn during a meeting earlier that day. 

MBF received some initial resistance by doctors who felt it was either "not scientinc 

enough" or felt it threatened their professional autonomy. It was also initially resisted by 

other members of the organktion who weren't used to the t h e  consumùig methodology 

and tools. M e r  thorough training and education, today MBF is considered to be a part of 

the organization's philosophy. 

A continuou improvernent ethic (C9 is considered to be at the "core of engaging 

individuals" and is a major theme in the workplace, as  the President explains. A Vice 

President explains it likewise as "central" to the organization and cdls CI a "tool to achieve 

TQM". 

A lot of work has been done in the hospital to develop interdisciphmy teams (TEM) and 

al1 subjects concurred that "teamwork is integrated into the organhtion's philosophy" or 

"the whole philosophy of the organization is around teamwork" and how people work in 

teams. This pMosophy of getting al1 work done through interdiscipiinary teams is 

demonstrated in the reengineering the hospital began two years ago. As a result of 

govemment budget cuts the hospital has undergone a major organizational redesign. The 



hospital's organhtional structure has been designed to support teams. Functional 

deparmients have been removed so that there no longer exïsts a Department of Nursing, 

Department of Social Work, etc. Mead d of these people are uitegrated into teams 

reporting to one Team LeaderManager. As a Vice President explains, "we've not only 

embraced teamwork as part of our concept but we've reorganized our organizatiod 

structure to support that". Teamwork has always been a part of the organization's 

fhctioning, but with TQM it has evolved into an interdisciplinary approach. 

Customer f o w  (CF) exists in the hospital. It is said by the President to be "one of the basic 

principles that we use". While a patient focus has always existed in the hospital, with 

TQM, members of the hospital are recognizhg that patients aren't the only customers. 

Customers are everyone you serve: patients, the Board, staff, etc. That message was "a 

clear change in thinking and focus that TQM brought about". Focusing on the different 

types of customers generated a lot of backlash in the beginning. Including the patient and 

other members of the team in the decision making process, which is what CF principle is 

about, was resisted by the physician groups in the beginning because it was felt to threaten 

the professional autonomy that they were accustomed to. As one respondent explains: 

"there was a real sense that, for instance, the physician was the only word, it was like g-d 

speaking so to speak, that's the way we have grown up in health care but now it seems that 

the patient also is considered very much a part of the decision making in care". 



Patient satiflaction (CF) is measirred reguiarly by the hospital through a third party 

instrument d e d  "voice of the customer". Twenty-two Canadian hospitals use this 

inseurnent and is said by one Vice President to provide "tremendously valuable data". Due 

to massive budget cuts, however, the hospitai began to undergo a radical organhtional 

redesign in 1994. Customer satisfaction was measured before the redesign of 1994 took 

place and then again after. It is felt by hospital employees that the radical redesign has 

hindered hospitai wrokers' ability to remain focused on keeping patient's satisfied since 

patient satisfaction has shown to decline as a resuit of the organizationai redesign. As a 

Vice President explains, "with dwindling resources its hard to stay customer focused". 

The system's perspective (SP) was only introduced to the hospitai in 1994. Today, the 

organi;rittional structure focused around teamwork is based on a perspective that 

understands that the organhtion is an interconnected network. The President explains that 

not only do they now view the organization as a system but they take it even a step m e r  

recognizing that the hedth care system as a whole impacts the hospital. He views the 

hospitai as an important but small moment in time. 

The involvement of aZi organiiational members ( A U )  was a part of the TQM 

indoctrination strategy in 1991. The indoctrination strategy was to provide hospital-wide 

TQM training and education through a fased-in approach during the year 1991 in order to 

sensitise ail members of the hospital on TQM. Approximately 80% of al l  employees 



received TQM training and education. Training and education consisted of senior 

management CQI workshop, hospital-wide introduction to CQI workshop, team leader 

training, team member CQI training, hospital-wide CQI education and training, CQI 

seminars and Quality Days. Involving aii  mernbers includes mernbers of the Board of 

Directors and other Volunteers who also receive TQM training and education. 

The involvement of volunteers and the board of directors is a form of supplier partnerships. 

Moreover, for this hospital, the Board of Directors was a dnving force behind the TQM 

movement. A member of the Board was well versed in TQM and was a senior member of 

an organi7ation that supplied the hospital with valuable TQM training, consulting, coaching 

and materials that are still used by the hospital today. 

With regard to culture (CUL), the introduction of TQM consisted of an early move to 

empower employees and to build a foudation of "point of service decision making". 

Three subjects stated that the organization's culture was ready for CQI suice the 

orgaNzation already had a strong patient focus and a lot of teamwork. The hospital began 

meauring culture at the very beginning of TQM's implementation. In 1989 they conducted 

an organizationd CQI culture survey and then took another m e y  again in 1994. Subjects 

explained that they could see a clear culturd shift towards quality management 

demonstrated in the cornparisons of the two culture surveys. The culture survey was a 

confidentid, proprietary survey provided to them by an outside consuitant. It uses a six 



poht likert s ~ d e  (~trongiy agree to strongly disagree) c o v e ~ g  eight dimensions: 

organiiration, management, communication, intemal customer orientation, extemal 

customer orientation, training, and recognition and rewards. 

Only two of the TQM variables identified in the literatiw qresented barriers to overcome 

in order to achieve TQM: rnumgement byfuct and mtomer focus. While now embraced 

by the entire organhtion, these were the only TQM variables tbat were initidy resisted 

when introduced. Their resistance was overcome through training and education and over 

t h e .  This will be explained in more detail in the Discussion section of this paper. 

Interview subjects discussed two new variables, variables that were not mentioned in the 

iiterature, that act as baniers to TQM's success: externul environment (EE) and 

reengineering (REENG). The 10% reduction in govemment fiinding the hospital has 

recently experienced has made it much more dinicult for the organhtion to stay focused on 

TQM variables. It has introduced fear, one of TQM's deadly diseases (Deming, 1984) into 

the organization. People are afhid of losing their jobs and are blaming CQI for bumping 

and job Iosses. One respondent explained that before the huge budget cuts, people could 

redesign their jobs, departments and teams based on CQI p ~ c i p l e s  without fear of making 

themselves obsolete. The president codd promise them that ifthey made improvements the 

orga-tion wouid find another place for them. The president can no longer promise that. 



The reengineering that began in 1994 is an outcome of the budget cuts. Whde the 

organizational structure was redesigned based on TQM principles, the job cutting also 

introduced fear into the organhtion, making it more diff?cuit for people to be focused on 

TQM principles such as customer satisfaction. It caused a lot of people to blarne the chaos 

and regsession in customer satisfaction on CQI. 

The exteml environmental innwnces are a part of the larger health care system as a whole 

and their behaviours, according to the systems perspective philosophy, either directly or 

indirectly impacts on the individual hospital's system. In this case the extemal environment 

has a direct negative impact on the hospital as it is creating a sense of fear and reengineering 

chaos. 

3 Research Q u e ~ o n  #3 

AU eleven variables were said to act as facilitators to TQM by at least one respondent. 

Upper Management Cornmimieni and Training and Education were said to act as a 

facihtor by all five respondents. Upper Management Cornmitment was discussed more as 

a driver of TQM tban as  merely a facilitator. Culture was said to be a facilitator by four of 

the five respondents. Quality department, tearnwork, customer focus and involvement of al1 

organizationai members were said to be facilitators of TQM by three of the five 

respondents. 



The interview subjects also discussed three new facilitators that were not mentioned in the 

fiterature: Accredirrtion Council (COVNCiL)), demonstration pmjects (DP) and m'sting 

organizan'onal culture (EX CUL). The Canadian Council for Health SeMces 

Accreditation (Corncil) was mentioned as a facilitator of TQM, specifically facilitahg the 

development of interdisciplinary teams and providing an affinnation that the hospital is 

heading in the nght direction with TQM. The hospital was the first to pilot test Council's 

new standards. As one vice president explains, "that initial accreditation that we had was 

realiy the first time very often that everybody that was involved in care of a particular type 

of patient had gotten together and sat down in the same room, they had just never talked 

before. " 

Pilot projects, called "Derno~l~tration Projects", where first carried out to test the concept of 

interdisciplinary teams using TQM tools and techniques. TheV progress sexved as 

organizational examples demonstrating CQI's success. Some of the demonstration projects 

included Radiology: making the film library more efficient, surgical flow: to reduce the 

waiting time for patients so that they weren't lined up in halls waiting to get into the 

operating room, and the parking garage: there used to be line ups around the corner at 

popular start times. The demonstration teams were set up, received û a h h g ,  made some 

improvements and cascaded the training dong. As the Quality Coordinator of the hospital 

explained in the interview, "the idea behind the demonstration project was to give people 

practical examples so we could learn how teams operated ... what we should improve". The 



Demomtration Projects served to e x p h  the difference between QA and QM to 

organisrational members and offer concrete examples that facilitate buy-in to the TQM 

process fiom members of the organkation. As the Quality Coordinator explains, "those 

kinds of examples (dernonsiration projects) were the most powerful way of making QI alive 

for people ... they saw improvements in these pilot projects right away. ..so people really 

bought into them." 

Two of the five respondents also explain that the existing m2tzu-e of the organization (EX 

CUL) was ripe for TQM. The organization had a long, one hundred year history of trust, 

tearnwork, empowennent and no fear which facilitated easy adaption of TQM principles 

once they were formaüzed through TQM implementation. 

F W y ,  the supplier partnerships with the Board of Directors played a pivitol role in 

introducing CQI into the organization. Memben of the Board had TQM expertise and 

offered consulting, training and measurement materiais for the hospital to use. While these 

materials were adapted for the health care environment, they still served to teach senior 

managers about the TQM philosophy. 

Research question #4 was supported with four out of the five subjects stating that TQM 

represented a form of tectonic change in the organization. Two respondents referred to the 



change as "intermediate change but drastic over time", one as "a series of incremental 

changes over tirne" and one respondent says it represents a "fiindamental" change in the 

organhtion's culture. It recieved an average rating of four out of five on the severity of 

change scale. TQM is said by members of this organizaîion to taise up to ten years until it is 

M y  achieved. While TQM dtimately represents a fiutdamental change in hospital 

processes, its totaiity is phased in over tirne. 

Below is the empincal framework for TQM that fits case #l. It is a modification of the 

original hypothesised fhnework presented in research question #5 of this paper: 



As a result of the interview discussions, four new variables have ken  added and some of 

the variables' roles (driver, fmilitator and b d e r )  have been changed to fit the picîure 

interview subjects described drning their interviews. The model presented above is an 

empirical framework that represents Case #1. A nnal model that is an aggregate of the 

three cases studied here and wiil be presented in the Cross Case Analysis and Discussion 

section of this paper. 

The new variables for Case #1 are Council representing CCHSA, Demonstration Projects, 

Extemal Environment and Reengineering. Upper Management Committment and Supplier 

Partnerships were the driving forces for TQM's implementation. Training and Education, 

Culture, Quality Department, Tearnwork, Customer Focus, Council, and Demonstration 

Projects were dl variables that, once introduced, helped to facilitate the achievement of a 

successfd TQM culture. Customer Focus, Management By Fact, Extemal Environment 

and Reengineering represented some minor and major obstacles that had to be overcome to 

achieve a successful TQM organization. Finally, System's Perspective and Continuous 

Improvement ethic are the final variables introduced to the organisliition to make it a TQM 

organhtion. 



=AmMs== 
The initial survey classifieci Case #1 as a "successful TQM hospital". The mean success 

rate given by inteniew subjects on the hospitd was a 5.6 out of 7. One respondent mted 

TQM's success as a 7 out of 7, one rated it as a 6 out of 7 and the other three respondents 

gave it a 5 out of 7. Case #1 can therefore be classified as a "successfid TQM hospital". 
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Case #2 is also a comrnunity-based acute and long-tem care facility with 637 beds caring 

for approximately 22,000 patients anndly. It is a teaching hospital in the province of 

Quebec. It was selected because it fit ail the criteria determined for this study: it had well 

over 400 beds, is an acute-care hospital, is in a metropolitan area and the hospital agreed to 

participate in the study. 

Case #2 was classified as an "in procesdbenign success" TQM hospital. The hospital was 

approached by the researcher at the beginning of the research project and was asked to 

ailow the researcher to participate, as a guest, on the hospitd's Continuous Quality 

Improvement Steering Cornmittee. Refer to appendk 1 for the original contact letter. The 

hospital agreed and this served as a fom of participant observation that took place over a 

period of ten months. In addition to participant observation field notes, content analysis of 

Steering C o d t t e e  meeting minutes and hospital reports, three in-depth interviews were 

conducted. The i n t e ~ e w  subjects were the hospital's Associate Medical and Teaching 



Director, Nushg Director of Medicine, Pqchology, Geriatrics and Ambulatory Services 

and the hospitai's Quality Improvement Coordinator. Participant Observation field notes 

and hospital reports were coded as two additional sources of data Appendix M provides 

the completed coding sheet (checklist matrk) for Case #2. 

CQI was introduced to the hospital in 1993, by the hospitaI's Associate Medical and 

Teaching Director and by the Associate Executive Director of Nuning. Once the QI Plan 

prepared by these people was approved by senior management and the Board, the CQI 

SteeMg Committee was formed and within six months, nine QI (demonsiration project) 

teams were established. CQI was not introduced to the hospital as a whole, only CQI 

steering cornmittee members, senior management and QI team members were aware and 

involved with the hospital's CQI initiative. 

5.3.1 Reswch Question # 1 

Nine out of the eleven TQM variables were found by all five sources to be used in the 

hospital: Upper Management Committment, Training and Education, Quality Department, 

Management by Fact, Teamwork, Customer Focus, Continuous hprovement, Supplier 

Partnerships and Systems Perspective. Two variables were not used by the hospital: 

Involvement of Al1 ûrganizational Members and Culture. 



Upper Mimagement Committment exists in the hospital as a driver. It was senior managers 

in the form of the hospital Associate Medical and Teaching Director and the Associate 

Executive Director of Nursing who championed the CQI effort in the hospitai. They began 

the CQI movement and lead the CQI Steering Cornmittee. the cornmittee that oversees the 

entire CQI project. 

There was a strong emphasis placed on Training and Education (T&E) right fiom the 

beginning of the CQI initiative. CQI Steering Cormnittee members and QI tearns 

participated in various training sessions. While T&E exists in the hospital, it is felt by some 

respondents that there is not enough training offered and that hospital employees, especidy 

physicians, dodt have enough time to participate in the training sessions. While T&Ey 

when provided, acts as a facilitator for TQM, the fact that there is not enough of T&E is 

said by three of the sources to impede TQM's progress. 

Imolvernent of ALL orgmizationd members, however, is not a variable used by the 

hospital. Only nine QI teams exist. It is only these teams and S t e e ~ g  Cornmittee 

members who are trained and educated about CQI in the hospital and who participate in the 

CQI program. 



The QwZity Deparmient is a combination of QI and Risk Management, consisting of two 

stanrnembers who provide support to the CQI movement The Quaiity Department's role 

is to coach and guide the CQI process. 

Mmagement by Fact is used in the hospitd with most of the emphasis on developing and 

monitoring Standard Indicators. The hospital has a hospital wide chart of all the indicators 

king tracked. This chart is reported to the Board of Directon. TQM tools, such as 

brainstorming, were observed in use during CQI SteeRng Cornmittee meetings; however, 

these tools and techniques are not as widely understood and used as the standard indicators 

are. It is felt by one respondent that more resources (financial and human) are necessary to 

keep CQI moving and that the Iack of adequate resources for data collection acts as an 

impediment to CQIts progress. 

While two sources explained that a Continuous Improvement Ethic was a part of the 

hospital's CQI philosophy, two sources did not see it in practice. The shift fiom QA to QI is 

seen rnost vividly in the increasing use of the CI ethic. As one respondent explains, 

Of course, that (Co is in force. We Q to explain that when 
you find a problem, fuZls for example, we give a baseline 
report on how many falls, we Fe going to imtitute let's say a 
faIl prevention program then we have to go bock and 
monitor it. It's not good enough to jurt do the progrmn. We 
have to go back and see ifthere'i an improvement and then 
sk month Zater we have to S M  pack it because you're 
aZways tyCvrng to improve. Whereas a QA audit wus dzrerent, 
we 'd do an audit, meet t h  stand& and o. k that was it, put 
it in the gurbage (Anonymous). 



What this means was that with the QA system, once something was audited and met the 

standard it was forgotten about If the improvement regressed months later, it was not 

known since it was no longer king monitored. The Hawthorne effect, when a part of a 

change is the result of the manipulation and not the change itseif (Kervin, 1992), has been 

detected by many of the new CQI teams. Now, with CQI, changes are monitored 

continuously both d e r  the manipulation as well as on an ongoing bais to make sure that 

the improvements do not regress; rather, that they continually advance. 

Teamwork is very much a part of the hospitd's hctioning today. As one respondent 

explains, "the focus fiom the very beginning of CQI was to make teamwork part of our 

clinical practice". In addition, it was the aim of the two senior managers who began the 

CQI movernent to facilitate more cooperation and teamwork between doctors and nurses. 

As a result, al1 QI teams are CO-chaired by a doctor and a nurse. While the CQI movement 

began with the establishment of nhe hterdisciplinary teams, many more interdisciplinary 

teams and tas k forces have been established since CQI's initiation. 

It is unanimous that the focus of the hospital has always been on "what's best for the 

patient". The hospital has been dissatisfied with the quality of the current Patient 

Satisfaction m e y  being used (a home grown questionnaire) and so has decided to begin 



conducting Focus Group sessions with customers in order to monitor Customer 

Satisjlaction. 

A @stem5 Perspective is m g  to be enforced in the hospitai. It still r e q k s  a SM in 

thinking for most hospital employees involved, but is advocated by the CQI movement As 

one respondent explains, "we just formed a medications incidents task force, nght away 

they're saying 'let's look at the system, where is the system breakhg down' rather than who 

are the nurses making the errors. Stil l  there's a tendency to blame people, but we're always 

looking at the system". 

ImoZvement of aZZ organIzational members in the TQM process is not yet used in the 

hospital. The shift to a Quality Culture is also not yet complete. It is explained by members 

of the hospital that whiie most hospital employees are always thinking in te- of "quality", 

fear and blame stiil exist while involvement of fiont line staffon QI teams is still limited. 

For Quality Culture, it was unanhous that the hospital has been committed to providing 

quality since its inception, and that this cornmittment is formalized through the CQI 

process. One eiement of a TQM culture that stands out is the elimination of fear. As one 

respondant explians, "we made major efforts to preserve anonymity so that people would 

feel when they were coming into a room they weren't being masacred. Let's Say an incident 

raised an issue about the whole syste m... it was very, very clear that anonymity had to be 



presewed." PreseMng anonymity made it much easier for people to t a  about negative 

incidents without fearing that they wodd be b l d  or disgraced by it. 

New variables intmduced in the previous case were also found to exist in Case #2 as well: 

Accreditation Council, Existing Culture, .DemoIlStration Projects and Extemal EnWonment 

As these variables were found to be either facilitators or barriers, they are explained in 

detail in the next two research questions. 

5 -3 -2 b e a r c h  OueSfim # 2 

Errernal environment is a new variable that was found to be a barrier to CQI's successful 

irnplernentation. The Iack of adequate resources and the fear of hospital closings, was again 

cited to impede CQI's process either because there wasn't enough money to get things done, 

or because people are so fearful they can't focus on quality. 

5 3 . 3  Reseach @&on # 3 

The varaiables in Case #2 that acted as facilitators of CQI were the following: Training and 

Education, Quality Department, Management by Fact, Teamwork, Dernonstration Projects, 

Supplier Partnerships and Existing Culture. These variables served as facilitaton of CQI in 

the hospital since their successful use aided employee buy-in to the CQI process. 



Upper Management Committment and Accreditution Council were undisputeci drivers of 

CQI. The CQI project was initiated and continuously lead by senior hospital managers 

wnsisting of a nurse and a physician. The combination of clinical workers championing 

CQI since they are seen as role models for other physicians and nurses, generated support 

for CQI. As one respondent explains, "you can't lead a whole hospital without king a 

senior person, especidy not king a physician. 1 think having a physician really helped 

getting physicians involved ..." . 

Accreditution Corncil served as another driver of CQI since the CQI program was designed 

around Council's recommended Accreditation teams. Council's SM to the new standards 

motivated the hospital to shift to CQI as well. It is also felt by respondents that as the 

hospital prepares for accreditation, more and more teams will be estabiished affecthg more 

members of the organization- In this vein, Accreditation serves to facilitate CQI progress in 

the hospital. 

Demonsiration Projects, such as the nine original QI teams, serve as examples to members 

of the hospital of what can be accomplished through CQI, facilitating CQrs progress as 

well. 

Existing Culture facilitated the CQI process since, as one respondent explains, "the 

hospital's perception that department-based QA program was not efficient in achieving 



positive changes made them more ready to accept TQM. In other words, the hospital 

culture was ripe for CQI. Moreover, Emsting Culture in the form of physicianrs ethic was 

explained by two respondants to have had a tmnendous infiuence as a facilitator of CQI. 

One respondant explianed that, fiom a physicians point of view, CQI has been around since 

the latter part of the last century: 

n e  firsr CQI act of major consepence was in the latter part 
of the lart centwy when gynecologiss realized that they 
could totally eliminate puerped sepsis by washing their 
hana3 between patients, since there were no gloves ut the 
time. n e  concept hes ulwrrys been a part of infecfious 
diseuse pictwe ... ifyou read book and ifyou read journals, 
you realize that there is a body of literature t h r  exists in 
business und over the past decade there's actuaIZy a whole 
body of literature that exists in health care. It's apartjiom 
business but findumentall'y what it really is, is the 
elimination of sepsis, infection mrd death in post delivery. 
The concepts are exactt'y the same as in the latter part of the 
Zust cen- .. the (infiction) was associated with incredibly 
high mortaliry and the analysis was dune on why the death 
occurred, so there's the data base, there's a direction of the 
process, the system, there was a correction of the correctable 
part of the process, action, there was a leadership event. ..you 
could argue that what wer missing was the muZti-specialty 
group but that one emiZy came in @emardsds.-Another 
example is in the 1970's when people actuulZy defined 
surgery specifc infction rates with their acceptable norms. 
It was clearly understood thar there were several factors 
involved with infiction raies, it wam? the surgeons 
themselves ... (Rnonymous) 

The respondant explains that many of the elements associated with CQI - Management by 

Fact, System's approach, Continuous Improvement, Upper Management Committement - 
have been used by physicians since the late 1800's. These concepts are not foreign to 



physicians and thus when are fo&y introduced through a CQI program, are easily 

gmped and supported by physicians since these principles are a part of their work ethic. 

Training and Education, the QuaIity Department, Mamgement by Fact, C o w n u o ~  

Improvement and Teamwork were also facilitators of CQI in this hospital. Training and 

Education gave the teams the skills and tools (management by fact) required to work 

effectively and encouniged the Continuous Impnvement ethic. The teamwork got people 

who used to work in vacuums to corne together and the Quality Department provided the 

ongoing support necessary to keep CQI on track. 

Supplier Partnerships were htnmentai in facilitating TQM in this hospital. A major 

hospital supplier came on-site and provided a day long seminar on CQI to hospital workers, 

fiee of charge. This partnership was vital to the hospital since their budget was too Limited 

to aEord to hire outside co11sultants for CQI training and education. 

The government is also a large supplier in the heaith care system. One physician explains 

that a new classXcation of disease by severity (APR DRG 12 rather than APR DRG 8) is 

now being used by the government. This new classification can help with setting standard 

indicators within and across hospitals since it accounts for severity and mortality 

expectations. Knowing the severity eases the assessment of appropriate and inappropriate 



mortality, and d o w s  for the cornparison of similar incidents. It allows people of the same 

age, with the same severity of illness to be compareci to one another. 

5.3-7 Re- # 4 

Research question #4 is supported with four of the five sources explaining that the CQI 

change came about gradually, representing an intermediate level of change for the hospiîal. 

CQI was said to be brought in graddy,  with various steps raflging fiom its inception, to its 

acceptance by the board, to the establishment of CQI teams, und tearns were seeing 

positive outcornes and more teams were established. The CQI process, which began in the 

hospital three years ago, is hally now beginning to be in full process. 

The foliowing is the ernpirical fkmework for TQM case #2: 



Upper Management Committmen& Council and SuppIiers were TQMs hivers, T&E, QD, 

MBF, TEM, DP, EX CUL, CI, SP and CF facilitated or helped advance TQM in the 

hospital, while the Extemal Environment Oack of fûnding) -des TQM's progress. 

CuIhue and involvement of ALL organi7ational members will be the outcome of TQM, as 

it progresses in the hospital. 

v 
Case #2 is classined as an "in process/benign successtt TQM hospital. It is still in the early 

implementation stages of TQM so it is too soon to classify it as a successful TQM hospital. 

It received an average rating of 4.6 out of 7 for TQM success. 

5 A a s d 3  

Case #3 is a communiîy-based acute and long-tem facility with approximately 735 beds. It 

is a teaching hospital in the province of Quebec. It was selected because it fit all the critena 

detennined for this study: it had weU over 400 beds, is an acute-care hospital, is in a 

metropolitan area and the hospital agreed to participate in the study. 

Case #3 was classified in the initial survey as an "in process/benign successtt hospital. 

Three in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted with members of the hospital's senior 

management: Quality Manager, Nursing Director of Surgery and Vice President. In 



addition, field notes fiom a Quaiity of Care of Services Committee meeting and hospital 

documents were analyzed. 

CQI has been a strong force in the hospitai since 1993, however, aspects of CQI have been 

in use in the hospital &ce 1989. Respondants explain that while it considers itself to be a 

CQI hospital they are "the kind of organimtion that is singularly against names or labels". 

As a result the "jargon" terminology they feel is associated with TQM is avoided in the 

hospital, while most of its principles are in use. The hospital is said to be very 

decentralized and management decision making is "very much at the point of care". As one 

respondent explains, "TQM for us was sort of an insult... telling us you havent done it 

(quality) in the past'. So while the hospital supports TQM they steer away fiom using what 

they consider "jargon". 

5.4- 1 Researchest 'on # L 

Six of the eleven TQM variables were saîd by ail research subjects to be used in the 

hospital: UMC, QD, MBF, TEM, CF and SP. Four variables were said to be used by two 

thirds of the subjects: CI, SW, ALL and CUL. Four variables that were not discussed in 

the literature review were uncovered here as weIl: Demonstration Projects (DP), Council, 

Existing Culture (EX CUL) and Extemal Environment (EE). 



Upper Mimagement Comittment (UMC) exists in the hospital, not as a ciriver but in a 

supportive fashion. Upper management empowered organiirational members, especiaiiy the 

quality department It is only more recently, however, that senior management is taking a 

more leading role in the CQI movement 

Training and Educatim (T&E) was the only variable that was not officially used by the 

hospital. It was explained that a lack of resources (human and monetary) meant tbat the 

hospitai codd not provide formal T&E; instead, the quality department fUed the void 

acting as trainer, a resource and providing a tremendous arnount of CQI M e m e  to 

members of the organization. 

The qualif~ depurtrnent (QD) of the hospital was the driving force behind the CQI 

movement. CQI was initiated by the Quality Manager of the hospital with senior 

management support. The QD played the role of mentor, educator and quality consultant in 

order to compensate for the lack of resources devoted to the CQI movement The 

responsibility for quality of care of service, however, has always been in the han& of the 

manager of the service, and not the responsibility of the QD demonstrating point of service 

decision making and responsibility. 

The Quality Department (QD) followed an evolution frorn QA to QM, similar to the 

evolution discussed in the fiterature review. Quality management at the hospital is 



integrated with utilization management As the quality manager explains, "we say that one 

of our missions is to help departments develop the best to monitor and evaluate the quality 

of their pro- making certain there is minimal risk to patients and their staff and at the 

best use of resources possible". The high costs associated with quality are offset by the 

resource utilization and the budget cutting required by resource unitization is offset by the 

need for quality. 

Management by Fact W F )  has had a long tradition in the hospital. One respondant 

explained that teaching hospitals are rigorous in this process. Currently, the senior 

management has issued a hospital wide nile that requires all deparûnents to track at least 

two indicators: one for customer satisfaction and one for performance. Exactly what type of 

indicator and how to track the indicators is up to each individual department. The use of 

TQM tools and techniques such as fishbone diagrams was not said to be used too often in 

the hospital; the focus in MBF is on leaming how to track indicators. 

While two out of three respondants concur that Continuour Improvemenf (CJ has always 

been a part of the professional groups' ethic, some projects use it more than others. It is not 

yet a hospital wide ethic as it is stiU viewed as "too jargony", as one respondent explains. 

Another subject explallis that while many of the professionds such as doctors and nurses 

are familiar with the CI ethic, many other hospital employees are not. One main difficulty 

lies in creating a CI ethic among members of the non-professional or support groups. More 



kainhg and education is needed in order to sensitise these workers to the relevance of a CI 

ethic. 

Tecrmwork VEM has had a long history with the hospiîal but the concept of 

interdiscipluiary teams has "really taken off', accordkg to one respondent, as a result of the 

new Accreditation standards. With the old standards, one respondent explains, teams never 

looked at its quaiity of care. The new standards have introduced the use of 

interdepartmental teams monitoring their quality. 

Customer Focus, termed by the hospital as "the voice of the patient", is said to be a very 

strong force in the hospital. It drives many of the decisions and is k i n g  closely monitored, 

as one respondant explains, through a $14,000 software program recently purchased to 

monitor customer satisfaction. The use of a patient satisfaction measure has managed to 

bring about a shift fiom relying only on outcome measures which are focused around the 

organization, to a focus on the patient. One respondent explained however, that while a 

patient focus has aiways been there for professional groups, the challenge was enlarging this 

focus to other mernbers of the organhtion. The challenge was getting support groups, like 

lab technicians for example, "to appreciate the impact their work has on the patient". 

A system !s perspective was said to have a long tradition in the hospital. There's been a long 

understanding that the system as a whole and not solely the individual must be taken into 



account in patient care. As one respondent explained, "its the only way ... everything in the 

system WU affect the patient". me successfui CQI projects are said by respondants to be 

the ones that work based on the the system perspective tenet. 

Involvement of dl organizational members (ALL) is said by one subject to be "part of our 

management ethos". Many employees a c w y  comment that the hospital has too many 

cornmittees. Each CQI project will involve ail members of the process under examination 

and the new accreditation standards involve al1 members of the organktion. The Quaiity 

Manager, however, feels that not al l  members of the organization see their place in the 

quality movement yet and that "more work" must be done to bring them in. More hospital- 

wide training and education, sensitization and exposure to demonstration projects would 

help to get more and more organizational members involved in CQI. 

A quality culture is said to exist in the hospital but not openly. There are many quality 

elements that are embedded into the organizationfs culture such as empowerment, 

decentraiized or point of care decision making, nsk taking, teamwork and a customer focus. 

As the Quality Manager explains, "we have a quality culture but we dontt talle about it" - 

because of the organizationts adversity to jargon. 



Only one of the eleven TQM variables was said to impede the CQI process: a lack of 

resources for T&E. The inadequate TQM training and education was said to slow down the 

CQI process. T&E had to be done infonnally in order to facilitate the buy-in required for 

CQI. 

One new variable was identifid as impeding CQI's progress: extemal environment. The 

lack of resources, moreover the huge budget "slashing", mergers and hospital closures have 

created an atmosphere of fear, paralysing rather than empowering health care workers. 

With such fear in the air, people can not make quality their priority, survival is their pnonty. 

Since this hospital feels it is just trying to stay afloat, quaiity is something that becomes 

increasingly dinicult to advocate without adequate resources. 

5.4 3 R a ~ ~ ~ ~  # 3 

The hospital's Quality Department, more than senior management, was an unequivocal 

driving force, not merely the facilitator, of TQM. The champion of TQM for th is  hospital 

was the Quality Manager who introduced it to the hospitai and drove it through the 

organhtion. The quality department provided the T&E by distributing literature on quality 

and by serving as a coach and mentor for d l  those involved in CQI in the hospital. 



Two additional drivers were identifîed by the subjects: Demonshation Projects and 

Couneil. For this hospita successfbi projects served as one of the strongest forces to drive 

other members of the organhtion to buy-in to the CQI process. 

Accreditation Council was dso felt to be a driving force behind CQI. The hospital was a 

pilot site for the new Accreditation standards and the resulting interdisciphary teams and 

inclusion of all members of the organkation was maintained aAer accreditation was over. 

As the Quality Manager explains, accreditatim was "a very motivating, exhilarating 

experience ... they said wonderfbi things about the caring in this hospital about the quaiity of 

services offered to the patient". As another respondent explains, accreditation has been a 

major "change agent" not only for the hospitai but it has managed to "bring TQM 

terminology to a national level". 

ûther facilitators of CQI fkom the literature that were supported by this case were: Upper 

Management Comrnittrnent, Management by Fact, Teamwork and Systems Perspective. Al1 

were said to facilitate CQI's adoption because they ail were already a part of the 

organizition's philosophy. Since these variables wero already a part of the organization's 

philosophy, existing cuZture is added to this hospital's List of variables that facilitate CQI's 

implementation. 



5.4.4 R!Esswh m m  # 4 

Research question # 4 was supported by this case as ail subjects described the TQM change 

as tectonic. One subject described it as an "intermediate level of change" d n g  it a three 

out of five, one subject described the change as "lots of small, d, malI changes leading 

to a tremendous change over the" .  The changes were small because the hospital was 

"careful not to dismpt". One subject rated the change as "nothing drastic". In their view, a 

few years back CQI represented a larger change but due to the environmental uncertahty 

and fear the change is only a one and a half when compared to the drastic changes brought 

about by mergers, budget cuts and hospitai closures. 

5.4.5 Research Question # 5 

Below is the k e w o r k  for Case #3: 



The above M e w o r k  describes the TQM process for Case #3. Variables introduced in this 

case that were not in the hypothesised b e w o r k  are Corncil (CCHSA), EE (extemal 

environment) and EX CUL (existing culture). The drivers are Quality Department and 

Council. The facilitators are Upper Managemetn Committment, Extemal Culture, Systems 

Perspective, Teamwork, Management By Fact, Continuous Improvement ethic, Customer 

Focus, and involvement of ALL organht iod members. The barriers inhibithg TQM's 

adoption were not enough Training & Education and an Extemai EnWonment of budget 

cuts. Once these barriers are overcome the hospitd has achieved its desired outcorne, a 

TQM culture. For the variable Supplier Partnemrships, as there was no consensus on its 

use in the hospital it is left out of the empincal hnework for Case #3. 

s 
Case #3 received mixed responses fiom the "experts" in the survey so it was classined as an 

"in procesdbenign successtt TQM hospital. The three i n t e ~ e w  subjects gave it a mean 

success rating of 4.67 out of 7. Two subjects gave it a five out of seven and one gave it a 

four out of seven, 

6.0 CROSS CASE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Miles and Hubeman (1984) recommend the use of "concepnially ordered displays" to 

demonstrate research evaluation of findings. Accordingly, concephially ordered displays 



were created to answer res~arch question #1 (appendix O). The aggregated results for 

research questions #2, #3, #4 and #5 are displayed in the revised mode1 discussed below. 

The aggregate results of each case answer the research questions posed in this study. The 

concIuding hmework (Research Question #5) as well as each variable (Research Question 

#1) and their role as either a faciltator (Research Question #2) or a barrier (Research 

Question #3) will be explained in this section next 

First, the aggregate results of the study demonstrate support for Research Question #4. 

TQM change was brought about in each hospitd tectonically. TQM change represents 

small, incremental steps ultimately Ieading over tirne to a dramatic change in organizationai 

processes and outcornes. For ail three cases, the TQM change is stU occurring. Case #1 is 

much M e r  dong in the process than Cases #2 and #3 as  Case #1 was classiûed as a 

"successful TQM" organziation, while the other two were classified as "in process TQM" 

orgmbations. 

In examining Research Question #1, al1 11 TQM variables identified by the literature were 

used by the heaith care organizations examined in this shidy. In addition to the 11 onginal 

variables, two new TQM variables were consistently identified by research sources: 

Demonstration Projects and Existing Culture. AU 13 of these variables make up the ha1 

hnework for a TQM health care organization presented next. The h e w o r k  represents a 

sythesis of the empincai h e w o r k s  derived for each case and the fhmework derived fiom 



the literature review. The nnal fiamework dernomtes a TQM program in a health care 

organi;*rition that begins with "Drivers", is facilitated by "Facilitators" and may be impeded 

by "Potential Blockers". Below is the nnal Wework for a TQM Health Care 

organizition. 

Final Framework: 

1 Management 1 
1 Cornmitment 1 

Supplier 
Partnerships u 

Training & Education 
Teamwork 

r Quality Improvement 
Department 

r Demonstration Projects 
Management by Fact 
ExistingCulture 
Continuous 
Improvement 
Systems Perspective 

8 Custorner Focus 
Al1 



The final W e w o r k  consists of ten TQM variables that act as Facilitators of the TQM 

process - they help encourage TQM's use and adoption throughout the orgarhtion. The 

facilitators are, fiom the existing Iiterature: Training and Education, Teamwork, Quaiity 

Department, Management by Fact, Continuous Improvement ethic, System's Perspective, 

Customer Focus, Involvement of AU organizational members; and two new variables: 

Demonstration Projects and Exïsting Culture. 

Two variables, Upper Management Cornmittement, consisting of visionary leadership and 

model behaviour, and Supplier Partnerships, in the f o m  of the Board of Directors, 

Accreditation Council and govenunent standards, however, do even more that facilitate, 

they motivate or stimulate the TQM process. They are the Drivers of the TQM process. 

Drivers initiate the TQM process and provide the constant motivation and support 

(financial, or human) to keep the TQM process going. 

The "Bmiers" heading has k e n  removed fiom the revised model since none of the TQM 

variables in the study were reported to be barriers to TQM's progress; rather, when TQM 

variables were not exhibited in one of the case hospitals, their exlusion acted as a banier to 

TQM's progress. The increasing strength of other TQM variables eventually led to the 

addition of the missing variables, ultimately leading to a complete TQM organization, one 

where aU variables are exhibited. Examples of such exclusions are provided as each 

variable is discussed, 



The new heading, "Potential Blockers" was added to the model with one variable, Supplier 

Partnerships (SUP), falling under this heading. Potential Blockers are just thaf they consist 

of elements that, when experienced, have the potential to block the TQM change process. 

The desired TQM state is a health care orga-tion that exhibits ail thirteen TQM 

variables. The first step towards TQM in an organization are the Drivers. The next steps are 

the faccilitating variables. The amw fiom TQM culture back to the Dnvers demonstrates 

TQh4's circdar, continuous nature where all TQM variables are continuously exhibited and 

improving. The anow fiom Potential Blockers back to Facilitators, the anow fkom Drivers 

to Facilitators and the arrows fiom Facilitators to Potential Blockers and fkom Facilitators 

directly to TQM, demonstrates a vacillation between Facilitators, Potential Blockers, and 

the desired TQM state. The vacillation between Potential Blockers and Facilitators shows 

the resistance Potential Blockers create pulling an organization away fkom its desired TQM 

state. Once the resistance is wom down, the path to the desired TQM state is cleared. Each 

of the variables in the model will now be discussed. 

n HeaIth Care 

1 Drivers 

Upper Management Commitmtent 

As the literature on TQM reveals, quality is viewed as ultimately and inescapably the 

responsibility of top management (Hackman & Wageman, 1995). Senior management 



cornmiment to the TQM movement was clearly exhibited (14114 sources demonstrated 

senior management committment - see appendix O). It was members of senior 

management who demonstrated strong committment to TQM dowing it to be driven 

through the o r g h t i o n .  For two of the three cases, the TQM movement was introduced, 

led and championed by senior management. In one of the In-Process TQM case hospitals, 

the champion was a senior physicia. and nurse team. In the successful TQM hospital, the 

champion was the CEO, a nonclinician who hi the most decision making power and 

access to the most resources. The existence of senior management committment whether it 

be the CE0 or a clinician is therefore a driver of the TQM process. It was senior 

management who either singlehandedly modelled andior pushed TQM through the 

o r g h t i o n ,  or, as in Case #3, empowered others to drive TQM through the organziation. 

The leaders of TQM, in all three hospitals, demomtrated a vision which they cleariy 

modelled throughout the organization. In Case #1, subjects explain that TQM was the 

CEO's vision as a result of some conferences that he attended and he was the one who 

pushed TQM through the organziation. Moreover, the CE0 was described by interview 

subjects as someone who "walked the talk", he practiced the TQM principles that he 

preached. 

In Case hospital#2, the physician/nwse team were clinicians who were able to see the link 

between their own clinical practice and the TQM theory that was king taught and written 



about in both the management and health care literatures. As one of the TQM champions in 

this hospital explains, 

ifyou reud book and fyou read j o m l s ,  you realike tha 
there is a body of literntwe t h  d t s  in buriness und over 
the past decade îhere's actually a whole body of literatwe 
that exists in heakh cure. It's qart fiom business but 
findamentally w?iut it really is, is the elhination of infection 
and denth in pmt delivev. n e  concepts me exactly the 
same us in the latter part of the last cen m... 

Moreover, by introducing TQM into theV own practice, they modelled the TQM priniciples. 

In Case #3, it was the quality coordinator who had the vision, and with unconditional 

support of the senior managers, they were able to champion TQM throughout the 

Supllier Purtnerships 

TQM Supplier Partnerships in health care extends beyond the health care institution itseif to 

include many other elements as weil such as the health of the patient, the patient's famiiy 

and the govemment (Milakovich 1991) as previous literature suggests. Supplier 

partnerships has been shown in this study to extend to hospital Board of Directors, 

Volmtary Accreditation bodies and the govemment. 

The health of the patient has k e n  recognized in the past as a supplier in the health care 

process by Eskildson and Yates (1 992). The results of the present research show that the 



govenunent aiso recogni2ies the patient as a supplier in the health care process. HeaIth care 

orgaxhtions with a TQM focus recognize that the health of the patient needs to be 

controiled for when setting standard indicators. The govememnt has recently introduced a 

new classincation of disease by severity and mortality (APR DRG 12 rather than APR 

DRG 8). This new classification can help with setting standard indicatoa within and across 

hospitds since it accounts for severity and mortaiity expectations - the health or current 

condition of the patient. With these new standards king developed, the govememnt is 

paving the way for health care orgaxhtions to think and act on much clearer quality 

principles. 

In addition to the increasing role the govemment is playing in driving the TQM movement, 

volunteers such as members of hospital Boards of Directors, and accreditation bodies such 

as  the Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation, all demonstrate close 

partnerships with d l  three heaith care organziations examined in this study. Their 

partnership and committment to these health care organizations were instrumental in 

dnving the TQM process. In some cases it was the Board who nrst introduced the concept 

of TQM to the health care organizations. In Case #1, the members of Board of Directors 

had expertise in TQM and transferred this knowledge over to the health w e  organhition, 

providing them with a constant source of guidance, support and TQM training and 

education. 



In Case #2 Supplier Partners who were committed to TQM provided much needed TQM 

training and education, fke of charge, to members of the hospital. This partnership helped 

drive the TQM process in this hospitd shce it provided the necessary training and 

education, providing the leadership and wmmitûnent that compensated for the resources 

the senior management was unable to procure for TQM training. 

The final Supplier Partnership that &ove the TQM process in aIl three health care 

organiations was the voluntary Canadian Council on Heaith Services Accreditation. Their 

revised 1995 standards are based on CQI principles. Their new standards are pushing all 

Canadian health care organi;rations towards TQM principles. Moreover, they not only set 

the new standards for health care organziations to follow, they provided guidance and 

nippoa to al l  three cases examined here. In Cases #1 and #3, there was a very strong 

partnership between Accreditation Council and the hospitals as members of each hospital 

were members of the Council's Board and piayed instnimentai roles in initiating the revised 

standards. They were able to bring back to their respective hospitds their familiarity with 

CQI principles and the new standards. Both these hospitals were pilot sites for testing 

Accreditation's new standards as well, which as interview subjects explain, served to affirm 

that the hospital was on the correct track with TQM. As a respondant fkom case #3 

explains, accreditation was "a very motivating, exhilarathg experience ... they said 

wonderfid things about the caring in this hospital about the quality of services offered to the 



patient". As another respondent explains, a c d t a t i o n  has been a major "change agent" not 

only for the hospitai but it has managed to "bring TQM terminology to a national level". 

The new standards also provided an impetus for hospitals to adopt the TQM focus. 

Councii recommended the establishment of specific cross-fiinctional, interdepartmental 

tearns based on CQI principles. Foilowing Councii's cue, each hospital established such 

teams, many for the first time. The establishment of these teams forced the TQM wheels 

into motion. As respondants fiom Case #1 explain, "that initiai accreditation that we had 

was really the first time very often that everybody that was involved in care of a particular 

type of patient had gotten together and sat d o m  in the same room, they had just never 

talked before". For Case #2, Council's shifi to the new standards motivated the hospitd to 

shift to CQI as well. 

Finaily, since the Drivers of TQM are essential requirements to getting TQM off the ground 

in a health care organization, a lack of any of the two Dnvers would clearly inhibit or 

prevent TQM fiom king introduced to a health care orgarhtion. Therefore, while the 

variables Upper Management C o d t t m e n t  and Supplier Partnerships, when exhibited, are 

drivers of the TQM process, if they are not exhibited, the TQM process will not get off the 

ground. This supports Fleisher and Nickel's (1995) conclusion that a lack of a TQM 

champion creates a banier to TQM's fidl implementation. 



nius, the cirivers of TQM are Upper Management Cornmittment and System's Perspective. 

System's Perspective consisting of the govenunent, Council and Boards of Dirctors. 

hivers stimulate and motivate the TQM process often providing the resources required to 

embark on the project The converse of this also holds true. An organization without 

Dnvers of TQM will not be able to effectively get TQM off the ground. 

2 F a c m  . . 

Training and Education, I n t e r d i s c i p ~  Teamwork, the Quality Department, Management 

by Fact, a Continuous hprovement ethic, a System's Perspective, a Customer Focus and 

Involvement of Al1 organi;rational memben were exhibited in al1 three health care 

organziations examine4 in much the same way as the literature suggests. They are 

classified here as Facilitating variables. They help transmit the TQM philosophy 

throughout the organization. 

In addition, two new TQM faciitating variables were uncovered by the curent research: 

Demonstration Projects and Existing Culture. Al1 three case hospitals discussed the 

establishment of pilof interdiscipIinary teams that were trained and hctioning based on 

TQM principles. These are called "Demonstration Projects" and serve as a fom of intemai 

benchmarks. For Case #1, these Demonstration Projects were introduced in the beginning of 

the TQM process, serving as tests to see if TQM principles could hprove certain aspects of 

the hospital's processes and outcornes. The demonstration projects selected were hi& 



profile ones whose success was visible to al l  members of the organization. Each project's 

success served as an impetus to establish more and more TQM teams, with the hopes that 

the entire organization would eventually becorne involved on a TQM team. 

Both Cases #2 and #3 are still in the Transition Stage that uses Demonstration Projects. 

They have interdisciplinary TQM teams set up, trained and are working on improving 

processes and outcornes but do not yet have the entire organization involved in such 

projects. 

Fleisher and Nickel's (1995) research concluded that a lack of benchmark organizations 

creates a barrier to TQh4's fidi implementation. The findings of this research takes this one 

step M e r  with two conclusions. F i a  the research here suggests that a lack of interna1 

benchmarks, seen as Demoflsf~àtion Projects, would prevent the full impelementation of 

TQM and second, the converse holds me. The existance of Dernonstration Projects 

facilitates the fidl implementation of TQM. 

As for the second new variable, Existing Culture, the literature on TQM in health care 

discusses certain aspects of a health care environment that make the organization ripe for 

TQM (Fried, 1992; Spoon et al, 1995). Some of these aspects are the Continuous 

Improvement ethic (Spoon et al, 1995) and the scientific nature of heakh care (Fried, 1992; 

Spoon et al, 1995). Findhgs fiom the study presented here indicate that there are indeed 



certain existing elements of a h 4 t h  care organization's curent culture that are consistent 

with TQM tenets. The contînuous irnprovement ethic (CI), the scientific nature of 

systematically collecting data (MBF), the system's approach (SP) to dissecthg a problem, 

an empowered workfiorce, an environment of trust and the elimination of feu were aii TQM 

tenets that each Case hospital indicated already existed in the hospital, easing TQMfs format 

introduction of these variables into the organization. Thus, the variable Existing Culture is 

added to the lïst of TQM vanables that facilitate TQM's full implementation. 

3 P o t a a l  BIo* 

Supplier Partnerships played a dual role. While certain partners &ove the TQM process, 

others hinder its progress. The governement and the extemal environment are supplier 

partnerships that represent potentiai blocks to TQM's complete success. From a TQM 

perspective, nippiiers to the heaith care system extend beyond the immediate hospital. 

They include the govemment and the extemal environment. The Canadian health care 

system is a public one and as such is greatly affected by government actions. In recent 

years both the provincial and federd govemment have severely reduced health care 

hding.  Quebec hospitals have aiso been experiencing hospital closings and mergers. Such 

actions were repeatedly said by respondants to hùider the TQM process. 

The extemal environmental influences are a part of the larger health care system as a whole 

and their behavioun, according to the systems perspective philosophy, either directly or 



indirectly impacts onthe individual hospitai's system. In this case the external environment 

and the governement have a negative impact on the hospitai as it is creating a sense of fear, 

frustration and chaos. The severe dimptions to the health w e  orgmkition as a 

consequence of govemment actions creates a .  e x t d  environment dominated by this fear 

and i6rustration. Hospitals have a tremendous îask of managing to overwme an 

environment of fear and m t i o n ,  of Iearning to h c t i o n  with dwindiing resources while 

stiU maintainhg TQM principles. One responduit cded  it "a double edged sword" since 

on the negative side, the govemementts action serve to fhstrate the TQM process, while on 

the positive side, the reduction in funding also forces hospias to closely scrutinize, re- 

evaluate and irnprove processes. As much as resources Aow, the hospitals use TQM 

principles to do this. As a resuit of government budget cuts many heaith care workers 

express, though, that the resuiting culture of fear and fiutration makes it diflkcult for them 

to remain focused on principles of "quality" and "customer focus". 

Findly, consistent with Fleisher and Nickel (1995) findings, a lack of certain key variables 

also blocked the TQM process. For example, access to the resources required for Training 

and Education prevented Cases #2 and #3 fiom providing as much TQM training and 

education as they felt was necessary. A lack of sunicient training and education was 

considered by members of these organziations to be a barrier to TQM's sqccess as well. 

This supports Flesher and Nickel's (1995) hding that a lack of TQM training is aiso a 

barrier to TQM's full implementation. The lack of any TQM variable is therefore 



concluded here to act as a barrier to TQM. As any TQM variable can be a barrier, the 

Barrier heading was removed fiom the Final Framework presented here. 

Both cases #2 and #3 were unable to introduce TQM to ALL members of the organhtion. 

For both cases, several TQM teams have been established but ail members of the 

organintion are not involved in a TQM team. It is expected by i n t e ~ e w  subjects that in a 

period of time more TQM teams will be established and more members of the organization 

will become familiar with and involved witb these teams. 

Case #1 provides evidence that a hopital practicing dl TQM variables is associated with 

successfui TQM. Case #1 was the only case that was able to provide thorough and 

continuous TQM training and education and involve dl members of the organi7ation. It is 

the only case out of the three examined in this study tbat is a successfûl TQM organization. 

As Cases #2 and #3 continue on with their TQM process, respondants indicated that more 

and more members of the organization are expected to be involved and trained on TQM 

principles, which will eventually lead them to their desired TQM state. 

Thus, the TQM health care variables indentified in research question #1, their roles 

(research question #2-4) and the finai fhmework (research question #5) has been explained. 

The experiences of the three cases examined for this shidy answer the five research 

questions and guided the development of the Finai Framework discussed above. Each 



hospitai in the shidy represented dinerent stages of their TQM change process. As a result, 

in addition to answering the five research questions, the present shidy provides some new 

insight into stages of TQM organziationai change. The following section discusses the 

stages of TQM organizaiionai change as uncovered in this research. 

s 
While the Final Framework for a TQM health care organization explained above represents 

the ideal organisriition that has managed to completely and successfidiy implement TQM, 

the majority of heaIth care organizations have not yet reached this ideal TQM state. Rather, 

they are st2I in the organziational change to TQM process. The hospitals andyzed in this 

study represented various stages of TQM implementation. Beckard and Harris' (1977) 

mode1 of "organizational change as  a transition state" is introduced here to classe the 

three hospitals' stages of TQM change, with the various variables introduced in each state 

demonstrating the tectonic change that TQM represents for hospitais. 
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>uality Assurance 
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Continuous Improvement 
Management By Fact 
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A 
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Upper Management 
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Quality Department 
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Management by Fact 
Continuous Improvemen 
System's Perspective 
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, Existing Culture 

Upper Management 
Commitment 
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Quality Department 
Management By Fact 
Continuous Improvement 
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Customer Focus 
Existing Culture 

Training & Education 
TQM Culture 

Beckard and Harris' (1977) rnodels suggests that in order to get fiom the original state A to 

the desired state B, one has to go through state C, a transition state. Case #1 had atready 

achieved the desired state of TQM whiie Cases #2 and #3 were still in the transition state of 

Beckard and Harris' (1 977) model. 

Applying this model to TQM change we see first that in state A (the current state or the 

state before TQM change) the hospital still uses a traditional Quality Assurance department, 

rather than a Quality Improvement or TQM department indicating that a hosptial in state A 



has not yet begun the evolution desribed in the fiterature fiom QA to TQM. Second, the 

existing culture of a hospitai, found in this research to help case the TQM transition, will 

however be present in any state of TQM change and therefore already exists in state A. 

Elements of this existing culture include the professionai work ethic of Continuous 

Improvement, scientinc methodology for data collection W F )  anG a System's Perspective. 

The next state in the TQM change process, the Transition State (state C) exhibits fint and 

foremost the Drivers of the TQM process: Upper Management Committment and Supplier 

Partnerships. The Drivers initiate TQM in the hospital. Durhg this stage, the quality 

assurance department is trarisfioming itself into a quality improvement department. The 

key indicator of a hospital's transitional state to TQM is the existance of Demonstration 

Projects. These Demonstration Projects are interdisciplinary team pilot projects that exhibit 

the use of more and more TQM variables nich as Customer Focus, Teamwork, and 

Training & Education. The factors of a hospital's exisîhg culhue that predisposes it towards 

TQM such as Continuous Improvement, Management By Fact and a System's Perspective 

stowly become formaiized in the organization as the Demonstration Projects become more 

and more visible. Over time, more and more Demonsiration Projects evolve in the 

organization until ALL members of the o r g k t i o n  are involved in the TQM process. 

Finally, the gradua1 expanded use of Demonstration Projects as well other TQM variables 

represents the tectonic nature of the change that is taking place in the organization. The 



W, desired state of the orga-tion is acheived d e n  demonstration projects are no 

longer Demonsûation Teams or Pilot Projects; but ratber, have become an integrai and 

absolute part of the hospital. Once such a state is reached, having successfbiiy diluted a 

TQM hospital's Potential Blockers, al l  TQM variables are used by the entire organization 

making it the desired TQM organization; 

In sum, the ultimate analysis of the three cases examined here led to the development of two 

new models. The first is a new paradigrn for a TQM health care organization. This 

paradigm, or Final Framework, takes into consideration the eleven TQM variables 

uncovered by the TQM literature and introduces two new variables into the TQM 

Mework.  As weil, the paradigrn demonstrates the strength of each variable in an TQM 

organization; ie, whether the variable drives TQM, facilitates TQM or is a blocker of 

TQM's full implementation. 

The second model derived f?om the present study is the TQM Change Model, based on 

Beckard and Hamis' (1977) classic organkational change model. The TQM change model 

takes into consideration the three generic change stages, dernonstmting where each TQM 

variable fits in these stages. The model also demonstrates the tectonic nature of TQM 

change: to avoid shocking the organization with a sudden drastic change, TQM variables 

are introduced slowly into an organization, in three stages culminating with the ultimate 

TQM organization. 



It is important to note that the present research and its hdings  are not only significant for 

TQM practice but also serve to aid the advancement of TQM theory in academia The 

foilwing section will explain the controversy TQM has received in academia and how the 

present research stregthens the argument in support of TQM's construct validity. 

6.4 TOM'S Co-ct V m  

Up und recently rdatively iittle academic research has k e n  conducted on TQM 

(Waldman, 1995). As a resulf as Hackman and Wageman (1 995) explain, today TQM has 

become a controversial topic whose woah and impact people are beginning to discuss. 

TQM has recently k e n  given much attention in the academic literature (eg, the Academy of 

Management Review, summer, 1994; the Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences, 

Spring, 1995; the California Management Review, S p ~ g ,  1995; the J o d  of 

Organizational Change Management, second issue, 1994). The systematic evaluations 

published here have managed to link TQM irnplementations to successful organizational 

outcornes (eg, Benson, Saraph, and Shroeder, 199 1 ; Kaldenberg and Gobeli, 1995; Deming 

1982; Garvin, 1987 and Gustafson and Hundt 1995) and have advanced TQM's conceptual 

foundation and theoreticai direction (eg, Cardey et al, 1995; Dean and Bowen, 1994; 

Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Harris, 1995; Spencer, 1994. One paper in particular, by 

Hackman and Wageman (1995), advances the field of TQM by addressing the cntical issue 

of TQM's validity as a constnict. 



Hackman and Wageman's (1995) assessrnent dernonstrates TQWs convergent and 

disniminant validity. Their assessrnent looked at the ways contemporary TQM 

imptementations are consistent with the founders' tenets and the ways cwrent TQM 

practices dBer from the authors' prescriptions. Convergent validity reflects the degree to 

which the versions of TQM describeci by its founders and obswved in organkationai 

practice share a wmmon set of assumptions and prescriptions (Hackman and Wageman, 

1995). Hackman and Wageman (1995) conclude that TQM passes the convergent validity 

test h d i n g  substantial agreement among the movementts founders about the key 

assumptions and practices of total quality. They also found that contemporary TQM 

practice is generally consistent with the founderst ideas. 

The study presented here supports Hackman and Wageman's (1995) conclusion as it 

demonstrates that TQMYs actuai practice is consistent with the founders' ideas. Ail TQM 

variables identified from the literature were found to be used in the organizations analyzed. 

In addition, as the term CQI is used interchangeably with the term TQM in theory, CQI in 

practice in the health care organizations d y s e d  here also do not Vary from the TQM 

philosop hy . 

Discriminant validity for the TQM construct refers to the degree to which TQM philosophy 

and practice can be reliably distinguished from other strategies for organizational 

improvement (Hackman and Wageman, 1995). Hackman and Wageman ( 1  995) found that 



in reference to the writings of the TQM fotmders, TQM îs indeed distinct fiom other change 

prograns nich as job enrichment, performance-contingent rewards and goal setting. 

However, with respect to contemporary organkational practice, TQM came close to failing 

Hachan and Wageman's (1995) discrimiaant vaIidity test Hackman and Wageman 

(1995) found that selective p ~ c i p l e s  advocated by the TQM founders are now commonly 

implemented in the name of TQM. Many practitioners are W g  about "involvement" and 

"empowerment" as if they were synonymous with TQM. Thus, Hackman and Wageman 

(1995) managed to demonstrate TQMs validity as a consûuct while also noting a possible 

trend in organizations to misunderstand (and thusIy misuse) the TQM philosophy. 

The cases adysed here do not support this trend. In fact, they often demonstrate the 

opposite by adhering or striving to adhere to al1 TQM tenets recognizing that until all the 

variables are in use in the hospital, they should not cal1 their hospitds TQM organizations. 

Moreover, the TQM principles used by the organizations were not used selectively. 

Although some variables may have been blocked, the organizations' ultimate intents are to 

incorporate d variables into daily practice. Hence, this research's kdings strengthen both 

TQM's discriminant and convergent construct validity. In addition, the multiple sources of 

data for the current research provide it with a source of trïangulation, thus the validity of the 

present study is again enhanced. 



7.0 CONCLUSION 

7.1 0 .  0 

AU qualitative research, no matter how tightly designed or carefiilly canied out, is subject to 

limitations. The research presented here is subject to iimitations of researcher bias and the 

validity limitations inherent to an examination of a relatively new theory. Each will be 

discussed next. 

Miles and Huberman (1994) explain that definitions are sharper when two researchers code 

the same data set, testing as weli for inter-coder reliability. Such analysis, however ideal, 

was beyond the scope of this research project due to budget limitations and t h e  constraints. 

Since this could threaten the reliabiity of findings in study's of this nature, additional 

measures were taken in order to compensate for this challenge. First, a retrievable data base 

was created to allow for additional, future analyses and for additional verification of 

hdings (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Second, multiple sources of &ta collection were 

used to serve as a foxm of tnangdation and third, strict procedures such as comrnon data 

reduction, data display and coding sheets were used for each source anaiyzed. 

Only one researcher was available to conduct the in-depth interviews and analyse al1 data 

sources. As a resuit, threat of researcher fatigue and information overload exists (Davis and 

Cosnza, 1993, p. 305). Such fatigue and overload can obscure the researcher's interpretive 

ability. As well, the use of one researcher may tend to skew the research results and limits 



objectivity (Miles and Huberman, 1984). Multiple researchers are ofien ideal since they can 

balance out human bis '  and enhsnce objectivity (Miles and Hubennan, 1984). Again, the 

use of multiple sources and strict procedures were adhered to in order to compensate, as 

much as possible, for this limitation. 

The initial classincation of w e s  provided the research with another limitation. As no 

measure for TQM success exists, the reliabilty of such a classification can be questioned. 

Precautions were therefore taken in order to reduce the shidy's reliance on the classincation. 

The classification was not used as  a major source of data. Instead, it was used as a 

compliment to the more in-depth analysis conducted within each case. 

One final word of caution is that the models developed here have not yet been tested. 

While they appear to be face valid, only additional research on TQM in health care can 

enhace their validity. Future researchers are invited to apply these models to TQM health 

care organizations in order to test their validity and usefulness to such organhtions. 

On a very positive note, this study complements earlier research on TQMk constnict 

validity and thus, the generalizabiltiy of the research hdings to universal TQM 

organi7ations is enhanced by this research. 



c 
TQM is still a relatively new phenornenon in academia Moreover, TQM in Canadian 

health care is sa in an infmcy stage. As such there is a tremendous need for additional 

research. First, as mentioned above, future researchers are encouraged to continue to 

provide in-depth examinations of TQMfs irnplementation in health care in order to test the 

models developed here and provide the field with more concrete solutions. 

Second, it is hoped that health care workers themselves continue to document their TQM 

experiences and share these experiences with researchers and others. Although anectodes 

alone are not reliable forms of data, more documentation and shared experiences would 

provide researchers with a wider pool of data fiom which to work. It wouid also encourage 

a more open environment so that information c m  be shared and lmowledge about hedth 

care's specific needs and requirements c m  be gained. As heaIth care employees are 

working ardentiy on deteminhg health care specific outcomes such as "standard 

indicators" and benchmarks, future researchers and health care workers are encouraged here 

to work in tandem in developing these imperative measures. 

Finally, ways to validly and reliably measure universal TQM outcomes and success are in 

great need. The development of such measures would eliminate the current barriers 

researchers face when trying to examine TQM and would spur additional research, 

enhancing both the fields of TQM in health care and TQM in general. 



The findings of the present study are encouraging for those wondering whether TQM c m  

and should be used in their health care o r g ~ t i o n .  The hdings show that health care 

o r g ~ t i o n s  have managed to implement TQM in their organizations in the way TQM is 

intended to be implemented (ie: according to TQM theory). In addition, while the TQM 

change process is slow, anecdotes reveal successful outcornes. For health care workers 

who are wondering how to begin implementing TQM in their orgaïizations, the paradigm 

provides a framework from which to begin. 

The first step in implementing TQM would be to ensure that the TQM Drivers are in 

place. Ideally, senior management committment secures the resources, time and 

committment required to bring about TQM change. However, if senior management is 

either not committed enough or knowledgable enough about TQM, TQM change can still 

be driven through the organization. Supplier Partnerships with either Boards of Directors 

or Accreditation Council are bodies that health care organizations can and have tumed 

towards to get the resources, knowledge, tirne and cornmittement required to drive the 

TQM change through their organizations. 

In the cases examined here, Supplier Partnerships were supportive, devoted and 

instrumental in bringing about the TQM change. In some instances it was the 

organization who approached the Supplier for help, while in other instances the Supplier 



came to them. HeaIth care workers should not be aftaid to approach Suppliers and request 

their support Health care organizations should aiso be open to offers made by such 

partners as well. 

The next step, d e r  sening up the TQM Dnvers, would be to ensure that a Quality 

Department is set up according to TQM philosophy and not QA philosophy. TQM 

training and education shouid be provided next, if not to the entire organitation at once, 

than at least to key playea such as senior mangement, quality department team and 

demonstration project teams. Finally, Demonstration Projects that represent visible areas 

in the hospital should begin to be set up to use the rest of the TQM variables. Through 

these steps a health care orgmktion should be on its way to achieving TQM. 

TQM is indeed a reality for the Canadian heakh network. The primary step, senior 

management committment and/or establishing Supplier Partnerships is key. If these 

partnerships aren't yet established in a hospital, there are many places to tum. Aside 

from the Partners identified in the research here, universities and other health care 

organizations are two more places one can also go when looking for guidance and support 

in embarking or evaiuating a hospital's TQM program. 



The research presented here develops a paradigm for a TQM health care organization, 

offerhg academics and managers of non-business organizations such as heaith care a basis 

nom which to begin examining a d o r  implementing TQM. This pamdigm or fhnework 

was fomulated fiorn theoretical guidelines drawn nom the literature review and empirical 

hdings on the TQM process fiom the three Canadian health care o r g ~ t i o n s  examined. 

The study identified thirteen variables that are essential to a TQM healt. care organkation. 

In addition, research lead to the identification of health care specific Dnvers and Blockers 

of TQM's fidl implementation. The fiamework was dso presented in ternis of where each 

TQM variable fits in each stage of Beckard and Harris' (1977) ûrganization Change model. 

Such classifications should help health care organizations ident* where they are in their 

quest for TQM and the steps that may still need to be taken in order to complete their TQM 

m i t i o n  process. 

The research presented here answea a question that has chdienged TQM theory and health 

care organizations for years. The research demonstrates that ultimately, TQM, with d l  the 

principles identified in the literature review, is indeed applicable to health care 

organizations. The research demonstrates that TQM is usefiil to organktional areas 

dissimilar fiom those historically targeted by the rnajori~ of TQM scholarship and practice. 

The research presented here aiso uncovered that while TQM health care organhations 

follow the same tenets as business and manufacturing organisrations do, applying TQM to a 



hdth  care sethg does have some unique implications. The most sipnincant of these 

implications are the domhant roles Existing Culture and Supplier P-erships play in a 

health care organization. 

In terms of a heaith care orgmktionts Existing Culture, a health care worker's 

predisposition towards some of TQM's basic tenets eases TQM's formal introduction into 

the orgaxhtion. In fact, formally introducing TQM breaks down the barriers that 

historically existed between departments providing a means for improved communication 

between doctors, nurses and other health care workers, an issue that has traditionally 

plagued the health care environment. A hospitd's predisposition to basic TQM tenets 

makes TQMts formal introduction into a hospitai simple, common sense. However, as in 

any organizational change situation, as common sensicd as the change may be, it s t iU takes 

time for the organization to fully adjust to the change. The transitional state of TQM in a 

health care organization presented in the Discussion section of this paper, represents this 

adjustment penod. 

Supplier Partnerships also play a unique role in a health care organiiration's permit of TQM. 

First, the role of suppliers are extended in a hedth care organization to go beyond the 

immediate hospital to include the surzounding govemment, volunteers and patients. 

Hospitals rely heaviiy on these partnerships. On the one hand, these partnerships serve to 

drive the TQM process; yet, on the other hand, they have the potentiai to significantly block 



h The potential blockers presented in this study, such as government budget cutting, 

hospital closures and mergers, create an environemenf extemal to the hosptial but a part of 

the larger health care system as a whole, that is fUed with fear, mcertainty and fiutration. 

These factors are, as Deming (1984) c d s  them, "Deadly Diseases" to a TQM organization. 

Ifthese diseases are to be cmd, the government must be called upon to take a more active 

role in ridding the health care enviroment of its prevelent uncertainty, m t i o n  and fear 

and in espousing and advocating TQM tenets. The develpment of such partnerships 

between health care organhtions and the governement is required if TQM is to prevail. 

Findly, research demonstrates that the practice of TQM in heaith care is beglluiing to 

flourish. Moreover, the TQM rnovement is no longer merely a fad but something that is 

beginning to permeate many aspects of business, public institutions and society as a whole. 

Organbtions today can feel safe in their TQM implementation atîempts as research 

continues to stregthen its construct validity. What the near fùture now calh for is 

organizations, most especially health care organizations, to work together with academics 

towards developing benchmarks that effectively monitor TQM processes and outcornes. 
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APPENDIX - B 
TQM VARIABLES 

1. (SP) 

2. (CF) 

3. W C )  

4. (QD) 

5.  (ALL) 

6. (CUL) 

7. ( E M )  

8. (MF) 

9. (CI) 

1 O. (T&E) 

11. (SUP) 

System's Perspective (Harris, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 
1994). 

Customer Focus (Hackman and Wageman, 1995) (Dean and Bowen, 1994; 
OIian and Rynes, 1992; Waldrnan, 1995). 

Upper Management Cornmitment ( h a n  and Bowen, 1994; Hackman and 
Wageman, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1995). 

A prorninent role for the QUALITY DEPARTMENT in steering and 
facilitating the quality irnprovement effort (Waidrnan, 1995). 

Involvement of ALL ORGANEATIONAL MEMBERS in the quality 
improvement efforts (Waldman, 1995). 

The development of a QUALITY CULTURE (Dean and Bowen, 1994; 
Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1995). 

TEAMWORK (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Hackman and Wageman, 1995; 
Harris, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldrnan, 1995). 

An orientation towards Management by Fact (Dean and Bowen, 1994; 
Hackman and Wageman, 1 995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldman, 1995). 

Striving to CONTINUALLY IMPROVE employee capabilities and work 
processes (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Hamis. 1995; Waidman, 1995). 

Training and Education (Harris, 1995; Olian and Rynes, 1992; Waldmn, 
1995). 

Attempts to get extemal SUPPLIERS involved in the q d i t y  irnprovement 
effort (Hackman and Wageman, 1995; Waidman, 1995). 



APPENDIX C: SWRVEY 



Concordia 

Faculty of Commerce and Administration 

May 28,1996 

Dear M. - 
Please find attached a short survey asking you to rank hospitals in ternis of their success at 
implementing Continuous Qualit. Improvement (CQI) throughout the hospital. The completed 
s w e y  will be used as a subjective measure of successfuVunsuccessful CQI hospitais - hospitals 
which will subsequently be interviewed for purposes of my thesis study. The ranking of 
hospitals will only be used in order to categorize the hospitals interviewed, to help determine 
which CQI factors are associated with successful CQI implementations and which CQI factors 
are associated with unsuccessN CQI implementations. The results of my study shouid provide 
valuable suggestions to health care professionais; providing them with some insight into what 
CQI in health care tmly consists of and how it is successfully hplemented. 

Please be assured that the survey attached will remain anonymous and confidentid. 1 can be 
reached at (514)489-9394. The survey c m  be faxed back to me at (5 14)382-7014. 1 thank you 
for your time and support. 

S incerely, 

Suzannah Radnay 

Mailing Address: 
1455. de Maisonneuve Blvd. W. 
Montreal. Ouebec H3G 1M8 
Fax: (5 14) 048-8645 



Of the following 20 hospids, in your opinion, are each of the following GREATLY SUCCESSFUL CQI (continuous 
quai* improv&mt). AVERAGE SUCCESSNL CQI, NO CQI. AVËRAGE UNSUCCESSFUL CQI. or GREATLY 
UNSUCCESSFüL CQI? 

GRUTLY AVEIUGE NO AVERAGE GUEATLY DON'T 
sUCCEssFüL SUCCESSFUL CQ1 ~SUCCESSFüL WSUCCESSFWL KNOW 
CQI CQI CQt CQI 

Jkhumb% 
Montml Gcncral Hospital [ ] 1 1  f l  1 1  1 [ 1  

Royd Victoria Hospital [  ] [ 1  [ 1  I I  I l  E: 1 

Sir Mortimer B. Davis - 
Icwish General Hospital [  ] f 1 1 1  [ 1  [  1 [ 1 

SC. ~ a r y ' s  ~ospital Centre [ 1 [ 1 1 1  [ 1  I 1  [ 1  

Lachine GcneraI Hospital [  ] [ 1 [ 1  I I  [ 1 [ 1  

Queen Elizabeth Hospital 

H6pitai Notre-Dame 

Qttawa arca: 
Ottawa Civic HospitaI 

Ottawa Gencrai Hospital 

Children's Hospital of 
Eastern Ontario 

Toronto arca; 
The Hospital for 
Sick ChiIdren 

Mount Sinai Hospital 

Quecn Elizabeth Hospital 

The Toronto Hospitai 

The RiverdaIe Hospital 

St. Michael's Hospital 

Wellesley Hospitaf 

The Doctor's Hospital 

Peel Mernorial Hospital 

St. Joseph's Health Center [ ] [  1  [ 1  I l  [ 1 1 1  
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SURVEY RESULTS 

Greatly successful CQI 

Avg successful CQI 

Greatiy unsuccessfid CQI 
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No CQI 
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TOTAL 
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APPElYDLX - E: INTERVIEW GUIDE 



INTERVIEW GUIDE 

INTERVIEWEE INFORMATION: 
1. Name of hospital: 
2. Name of interviewee: 
3. Wbat is your firnctiodtitie? 
4. How long have you been in this function? 
5. How long have you been with this hospital? 
6. 1s this a teaching hospitai? 
7. Please sign the consent form. 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: 

1. In what year did your hospital's TQM program begin? 

2. Who initiated TQM/ how was it initiated? 

3. Explain how TQM was adaptedlembraced. 

4. Was TQM brought in gradually or al1 at once? 

5. Use of TQM variables - r a d  each variable separately, for each variable: 1s the foiiowing 
variable used in your hospital? When was it introduced to the hospital? Variables: upper 
management cornmitment, training and education, quaiity department, management by 
fact, continuous improvement, teamwork, customer focus, syJtem perspective, supplier 
partnerships, involvement of al1 organhtionai members, quality cdture. 

6. What factors or elements of the hospital's fwictioning helped to facilitate or ease the TQM 
implernentation? 

7. What factors or elernents of the hospital's huictioning hurt or impeded the TQM 
implementation? 

8. Please explain your involvement with CCHS's new Accreditation standards. Can you teil 
me the impact the Council's new standards have had on your hospitai? 

9. On a scaie of 1 to 7 (1 = least successful.7 = most successful) can you rate the success of your 
hospital's Accreditation process? 

10. Would you say that TQM represented a small change, an intermediate level of change or 
drastic change in the hospitai's processes. On a sale of 1 to 5 (1 = srnail 5 = drastic) how 
would you rate the levet of change TQM represents for the hospital? 

11. On a scale of 1 to 7(fiom 1 = lest successful to 7 = higMy successful), how would you 
rate TQM's success in this hospital? 
12. Please discuss anything you would like to add. 



APPENDIX - F: LETTER TO POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS 



As per our telephone conversation Iast month I am writing to request your hospitai's participation 
in my Master's thesis rrsearch. Please find a copy of the research intewiew questions attachai. 

I am a Master of Science in Adminimation student at Concordia University. My thesis titie is 
"A Framework fot Continuous Quality Improvement in Health Care" and is king nipervised by 
Dr. Steven Appelbaum. 1 have conduaed an extensive Iitentute review on this area of saidy 
and wish to validate specific hypotbeses through case study fesearch. I am seelMg the 
cooperation of 4 hospirais to repfesent case sites. I am hoping to use your hospitai as one of my 
case sites. Your cooperation would involve separate interviews with various hospitaI employees; 
specificaily , at least 2 of the following: the hospital's Quality Assurance Manager, Dgeaor of 
Medicine, Director of Nursing and Executive Director. The interviews wouid take approxbately 
one hour each and wouid be conducted at your location at a mubuPUy convenient time. 

Please be assurai that throughout the study Concordia's hi@ professional standards of 
confidentiality and amnymity wiIi be maintained. As well, th= is m risk to the interviewees 
or the hospitai since, in aay publication of this research, both the names of iadividuals ami 
hospitals wouid remain anonymous. 

Participation in rhis research project should be quite bendiciPl to the hospital as the interviewhg 
process often provides intaviewees with an opporainity to refled cm and assess their curent 
situation. Such reflections often lead to a betm understandidg of one's goais anci achievements. 
Murenver, the rrsearch MU benefit the bealth a r e  hhstry as a whole as it aixns to clnrify and 
dehe Continuous Quality Improvement in health care. Participating hospitds wwld be the 
greatest beneficiaries since they wiil be able to identiv with the resuits of the stuciy. I Look 
forward to the possibility of your participation in this project and wïii contact y w  in the near 
hturetodiscussthisfllrther. 

Thank you for the consideration you are giving tbis study. 

Suzaanah Radnay, M.%. student 



APPENDIX - G: COMENT FORM 



CONSENT FORM 

This is to stnte thpt 1 agree to participate in the intnview being conducted by Suiannah Radnay. 
Tnis project Û being spomred by the Management Deparmient at Concor& University. 

1 have k n  infomed tbat the purpose of this research is to inveshigate TQM in a health care 
setfing. I kuow that there ir no hidden motive of which 1 have not been informed. 

1 understand that 1 am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue my participation at anytirne 
without negative consequences. 

I undemand that this interview will be kept strictly confîdential and wül be availaôle only to the 
members of the research team. 

I understand that excapts of diis interview may be part of the fiml researcb report. 

[ Yes, 1 agree to have my name quoted in the final research report. 

f 1 No, 1 do not agree to have my m e  quoted in the W research report. 

1 understaad that the aggregate data from this study wüi be pubüshed. 

I HAVE CAREFULLY STUDED THE ABOVE AND UNDERSTAND THTS AGREEMENT- 
I FREELY CONSENT AND AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY. 

N A M .  (please priat) 

SIGNATURE 

WITNESS SIGNATURE 

DATE 



APPENDM - H: PAKI"TClPANT OBSERVATION REQUEST LETTER 



1 am writing to you to request that I be placed as a v o l u n q  member of the Steering 
Committee. I am a Master of Science in Administration student at Concordia University and am 
writing my Master's thesis on Continuous Qudity improvement in Health Care. My thesis 
supervisor, Professor Steven Appelbaum, agreed with me that placing me on this ~ r i n g  
committee would be rnutuaily beneficial for both the hospital as well as our research. 

1 have completed a course on impiementing CQI and, due to the background work I bave doae 
for my thesis, I am quite familiar with the literature and procedures surroundhg CQI in bealth 
care. Placing me on this committee would provide me with an unprecedented experience: it 
would allow me to be present as the paradym I am studying shifts fiom one position to another. 
Moreover, my involvement on this committee could prove to be quite beneficial to your group 
as well. As I have acheived a certain level of expertese in this field 1 would be able to share 
with thè comminee both academic theories as well as expenences other hospitals have s h e d  
with us. In this vein, I believe that I could play an advisory role on the Steering Committee. 

I thank you in advance for considering my application and look forward to hearing from you 
soon. 

Sincerely , 



Hospital: 
Interviewee: 

1. Length of time TQM in hospital 

2. Teaching hospitai : 

3. gradual/alI at once: 

4. TQM variables (+/-) (Wb): 
UMC 

QD 

MBF 

CI 

TEM 

CF 

Appendu - I 

Position: 



SUP 

ALL 

CUL 

5 .  Facil itators (new) : 

6. Barriers (new) 

7. Accreditation impact: 

8. Accreditation scaie: 

9. Level of change scale: 

10. Success scale: 
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APPENDIX - M : CASE #2 MATRIX 
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APPENDIX - N: CASE #3 MATRtX 



1 SOURCES 16 14 14 1 14 

1 

# OF 

- - 

SUP 6 2 2 10 
ALL 6 2 2 10 

CASE 
#I 

14 
13 
13 

- 

CASE 
#2 

MBF 
CI 
TEM 

CASE 
#3 

6 
6 
6 

TOTAL 

4 
4 
4 

4 
3 
3 
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